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Model

Horsepower Cooling
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(mph)

Fuel type 
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Deck drive – 

belt/shaft
Width at 

rear wheels 

(in.)

Total width 

(in.) (chute 

up)

Wheel 
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(in.)
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length (in.)
Curb 

clearance 

(in.)

Deck discharge options Unit weight 

(lbs)

Width of cut 

(in.)

Height of 

cut (in.)

Altoz XR 480, 540

23
air

8
gasoline

5
belt

n/a
49-55

n/a
77

n/a
side

800-830
48-54

1.5-4.25

Altoz XE 540, 610

24
air

9
gasoline

10
belt

n/a
55-62

n/a
80

n/a
side

930-970
54-61

1.5-4.25

Altoz XPHD 540, 610, 660, 720

27-35
air

11
gasoline

14
belt

n/a
55-73

n/a
86.5-89

n/a
side

1,330-1,415
54-72

1.5-5

Altoz XC 610, 720

31-37
air

19
gasoline

14
belt

n/a
62-73

n/a
85.5-89

n/a
side

1,400-1,500 61-72
1.5-5

Altoz TRX 354, 561, 766

27-37
air

7-10
gasoline

10-14
belt

n/a
55-67

n/a
81-96

n/a
side/rear (all terrain)

1,200-1,600 54-66
2.25-7

BigDog Rex Briggs & Stratton

10.5
air

5
gasoline

2.8 qt
belt

n/a
37.5

n/a
65.5

n/a
side

390
34

1.5-4.5

BigDog Rex Briggs & Stratton

10.5
air

5
gasoline

2.8 qt
belt

n/a
43.25

n/a
65.5

n/a
side

400
42

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR541

15
air

6.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
38.3

n/a
73

n/a
side

465
36

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR600

18
air

6.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
44.4

n/a
73

n/a
side

495
42

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR691

23
air

6.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
53.4

n/a
73

n/a
side

515
52

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651

21.5
air

7.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
37.3

n/a
73

n/a
side

577
36

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651

21.5
air

7.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
44.4

n/a
73

n/a
side

587
42

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651

21.5
air

7.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
49.7

n/a
73

n/a
side

625
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR691

23
air

7.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
55.7

n/a
73

n/a
side

650
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR730

24
air

7.5
gasoline

3
belt

n/a
61.7

n/a
73

n/a
side

670
60

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR691

23
air

7
gasoline

3
belt

41
49

n/a
73

n/a
side

620
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR691

23
air

7
gasoline

3
belt

46
55

n/a
73

n/a
side

666
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR730

24
air

7
gasoline

3
belt

46
61

n/a
73

n/a
side

671
60

1.5-4.5

BigDog Blackjack Kawasaki FR691

23
air

7
gasoline

3
belt

43.7
48.8

n/a
69.4

n/a
side

755
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Blackjack Kawasaki FR691

23
air

7
gasoline

3
belt

43.7
54.8

n/a
69.4

n/a
side

770
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR691

23
air

8
gasoline

5
belt

47
49.1

n/a
76

n/a
side

855
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR691

23
air

8
gasoline

5
belt

52
55.1

n/a
76

n/a
side

860
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR730

24
air

8
gasoline

5
belt

52
61.1

n/a
76

n/a
side

880
60

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX691

22
air

9
gasoline

5
belt

47
49.1

n/a
73.6

n/a
side

862
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX691

22
air

9
gasoline

5
belt

52
55.1

n/a
73.6

n/a
side

891
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX730

23.5
air

9
gasoline

5
belt

52
61.1

n/a
73.6

n/a
side

916
60

1.5-4.5

BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850

27
air

10.5
gasoline

11.7
belt

n/a
54.4

n/a
80.2

n/a
side

1,255
52

1-5.5

BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850

27
air

10.5
gasoline

11.7
belt

n/a
62.4

n/a
80.2

n/a
side

1,306
60

1-5.5

BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850

27
air

10.5
gasoline

11.7
belt

n/a
75.7

n/a
84

n/a
side

1,465
72

1-5.5

BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX850

27
air

14
gasoline

12
belt

n/a
65.3

n/a
89

n/a
side

1,460
60

1-5.5

BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX1000

35
air

14
gasoline

12
belt

n/a
65.3

n/a
89

n/a
side

1,475
60

1-5.5

BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX1000

35
air

14
gasoline

12
belt

n/a
75.3

n/a
93

n/a
side

1,590
72

1-5.5

BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS541 (ES)

15
air

6.3
gasoline

3.4
belt

35
37

n/a
76.7

n/a
side

560
36

1.5-4.5

BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS600 (ES)

18.5
air

6.3
gasoline

3.4
belt

44
49

n/a
75

n/a
side

635
48

1.5-4.5

BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS600 (ES)

18.5
air

6.3
gasoline

3.4
belt

46
55

n/a
75.3

n/a
side

660
54

1.5-4.5

BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS651 (ES)

21.5
air

6.3
gasoline

3.4
belt

46
61

n/a
77.5

n/a
side

695
60

1.5-4.5

Bob-Cat CRZ

21.5-23
air

7
gasoline

6
belt

41-46
43-63

48-51
76-79

n/a
side

684-795
42-61

1.5-4.875

Bob-Cat  XRZ/XRZ Pro

21.5-24
air

8
gasoline

6
belt

46-47
49-63

48
76-79

n/a
side

736-817
48-61

1.5-4.875

Bob-Cat XRZ Pro RS

20.5-27
air

10
gasoline

9.5
belt

47-50
49-63

48
76-79

n/a
side

773-844
48-61

1.5-4.875

Bob-Cat QuickCat 4000

19-26
air

9-10.5
gasoline

5.1-6.5
belt

35-50
35.5-63

48-50
64-67

n/a
side

800-1,028
36-61

1.5-4.5

Bob-Cat FastCat Pro SE

16.5-19
air

8
gasoline

9.5
belt

36-50
37-54

47-53
79

n/a
side

705-744
36-42

1-4.875

Bob-Cat Predator-Pro 7000

35-37
air

15-19
gasoline

15
belt

56
63-74

54-56
87-89

n/a
side

1,500-1,659 61-72
1-5.5

Bob-Cat ProCat 6000MX

27-29.5
air

12
gasoline

15
belt

53
63

53
83

n/a
side

1,464
61

1-5.5

Bob-Cat ProCat 6000

25.5
air

12
gasoline

15
belt

53
54-63

53
83

n/a
side

1,371-1,421
52-61

1-5.5

Bob-Cat Procat 5000

23.5-26
air

10
gasoline

11
belt

49-53
49-63

53
83

n/a
side

1,253-1,318
48-61

1-5.5

Country Clipper Avenue

18, 23
air

7

5
belt

43, 45
54, 67

n/a
80

n/a

587-635
42, 54

1.5-4.5

Country Clipper Boulevard

23
air

7.5

5
belt

47, 49
58, 67, 74

n/a
79

n/a

688-722
48, 54, 60

1.5-4.5

Country Clipper XLT

24, 26
air

8

5
belt

47, 49
61, 65, 73

n/a
79

n/a

798-846
48, 54, 60

2-5

Country Clipper Challenger

24, 25
air

9

7
belt

49
65, 73

n/a
79

n/a

861-875
52, 60

2-5

Country Clipper Charger

25.5, 26.5
air

10.5

7
belt

51
65, 73

n/a
84

n/a

1,081-1,096
52, 60

2-5

Country Clipper Boss XL

27, 35
air

12.5

11
belt

59
73, 85

n/a
83, 84

n/a

1,257-1,371
60, 72

2-5

Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2342KO

23
air

7

4
belt

n/a
51.5

n/a
76

n/a

730
42

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2348KO

23
air

7

4
belt

n/a
57.5

n/a
76

n/a

750
48

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2348KW

23
air

7

4
belt

n/a
57.5

n/a
76

n/a

750
48

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2354KO

23
air

7

4
belt

n/a
64

n/a
76

n/a

763
54

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2354KW

23
air

7

4
belt

n/a
64

n/a
76

n/a

763
54

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2450KW

24
air

8

8
belt

n/a
61

n/a
80

n/a

730
50

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Magnum R 25540KO

25
air

8

8
belt

n/a
61

n/a
80

n/a

730
50

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2460KW

24
air

8

8
belt

n/a
71

n/a
80

n/a

750
60

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2560KO

25
air

8

8
belt

n/a
71

n/a
80

n/a

750
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2248KW

22
air

9

6.8
belt

n/a
49.2

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,104
48

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2454KW

24
air

9

6.8
belt

n/a
55.4

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,114
54

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2460KW

24
air

9

6.8
belt

n/a
61.9

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,121
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2248KW

22
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
49.2

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,116
48

1.5-4.5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2548KOE

25
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
49.2

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,121
48

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2454KW

24
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
55.4

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,132
54

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2554KOE

25
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
55.4

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,138
54

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2460KW

24
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
61.9

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,140
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2560KOE

25
air

10

6.8
belt

n/a
61.9

n/a
81.3

n/a

1,144
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle 2754KOE

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
59.6

n/a
88.5

n/a

1,317
54

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle 2754KW

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
59.6

n/a
88.5

n/a

1,306
54

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle 2760KOE

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
66.1

n/a
88.5

n/a

1,333
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle 2760KW

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
66.1

n/a
88.5

n/a

1,322
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3160KOE

31
air

14

10
belt

n/a
66.1

n/a
87.1

n/a

1,378
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3160KW

31
air

14

10
belt

n/a
66.1

n/a
87.1

n/a

1,386
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3366KOE

33
air

14

10
belt

n/a
72.5

n/a
87.1

n/a

1,403
66

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3566KW

35
air

14

10
belt

n/a
72.5

n/a
87.1

n/a

1,409
66

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3372KOE

33
air

14

10
belt

n/a
78.7

n/a
89

n/a

1,442
72

1-5

Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3572KW

35
air

14

10
belt

n/a
78.7

n/a
89

n/a

1,426
72

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 2750KW

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
55.5

n/a
77.5

n/a

1,074
50

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 2760KW

27
air

12

8
belt

n/a
65.5

n/a
77.5

n/a

1,134
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 3160KOE

31
air

12

10
belt

n/a
65.5

n/a
78

n/a

1,228
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 3160KW

31
air

12

10
belt

n/a
65.5

n/a
78

n/a

1,228
60

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 3572KOE

35
air

13

12
belt

n/a
76

n/a
79

n/a

1,425
72

1-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 3572KW

35
air

13

12
belt

n/a
76

n/a
79

n/a

1,425
72

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Classic 3672BR

36
air

13

12
belt

n/a
76

n/a
79

n/a

1,425
72

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3160KOE

31
air

13

12
belt

n/a
65

n/a
85

n/a

1,390
60

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3160KW

31
air

13

12
belt

n/a
65

n/a
85

n/a

1,390
60

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3366KOE

33
air

13

12
belt

n/a
72

n/a
85

n/a

1,445
66

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3566KW

35
air

13

12
belt

n/a
72

n/a
85

n/a

1,445
66

1.5-5

Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3574KOE

35
air

13

12
belt

n/a
76

n/a
86

n/a

1,482
74

1.5-5

 

  To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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Hindsight is 2020

I
t’s traditional as we head into a new year to 
look forward and make resolutions about 
our level of fitness or maybe the amount 
of coffee we drink. I know we’ve all heard 
the statistics on how few people actually 
keep up with those resolutions for what-
ever reason. At my gym, there’s always a 

crush of new people joining at the beginning 
of the month, only to settle back to more 
typical levels come February. 

If you’re the type to make resolutions, 
there are lots of ways to give yourself the 
best chance to keep at them. It makes sense 
to try to keep reasonable goals, so maybe just 
try making it to the gym a few times a week 
as opposed to planning to go every day. It’s 
also a good idea to be flexible in your resolu-
tion. Maybe make sure you’re in a good place 
to start switching out something else for all 
that coffee, and give yourself a few chances 
to cheat if you need to.

I know it’s not actually different than any 
other year, but the close of a decade feels a 
little more momentous. It might be a good 
opportunity to take a look back over the last 

10 years and see how things have changed 
for you. How have things shifted in your 
life? Are you where you thought you would 
be back then? 

For me, I was in a different place both 
personally and professionally. It’s interest-
ing for me to think back to some of the first 
things that really drew me to the green in-
dustry: the incredibly sincere people and the 
feeling of contributing to crews making a 
living creating beautiful landscapes. I took a 
much different route to get where I am now 
than I expected, but I’m grateful for the ex-
periences that have helped shape who I am 
today because of them.

At the start of this decade, it might be 
worthwhile to worry less about setting more 
general goals and consider what’s helped you 
succeed over the last 10 years. Instead of just 
trying to lose weight or something similar, 
maybe focus on doing more of whatever 
brought you success. It might not even be 
work-related, or it could be something that’s 
already in progress. Regardless, it’s planting 
seeds for the next decade.  

I know it’s not 
actually different 
than any other year, 
but the close of a 
decade feels a little 
more momentous.
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Investors Corner
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Commercial landscaping services com-
pany BrightView Holdings Inc., Plym-
outh Meeting, Pennsylvania, has acquired 
Heaviland Enterprises Inc., a commercial 
landscaping company headquartered in San 
Diego, and Clean Cut Lawns LLC, a land-
scaping firm in Mesa, Arizona. Terms of the 
transactions were not disclosed.

“We are excited to welcome these two 
great companies, their team members and 
customers to BrightView,” says Andrew 

Masterman, BrightView president and 
CEO. “In addition to bringing over 250 tal-
ented landscaping professionals to our team, 
Heaviland and Clean Cut allow us to con-
tinue to expand our maintenance services 
presence in two key markets: San Diego 
County and the Phoenix metropolitan area.”

Heaviland provides landscape mainte-
nance, irrigation and landscape enhance-
ment services out of two San Diego County 
facilities. Tom Heaviland, who founded 
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the company with his late father Ron, will 
remain with BrightView, along with oth-
er senior managers, to provide leadership 
continuity. Heaviland has 150 employees 
who service a diverse customer portfolio 
throughout San Diego County.

Clean Cut Lawns also offers a full suite of 
commercial landscaping solutions, including 
grounds management, landscape enhance-
ment, irrigation, arbor care and pest control 
services. Principal John Nation, along with 
other senior managers, will remain with 
BrightView. Clean Cut has 110 employees 
and a strong client portfolio. 

g 5.50g
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g 14.51

g
9.05

BrightView acquires Heaviland  
Enterprises and Clean Cut Lawns 

“In addition to bringing over 250 talented landscaping professionals to our team, 
Heaviland and Clean Cut allow us to continue to expand our maintenance services 
presence in two key markets: San Diego County and the Phoenix metropolitan area.” 

— Andrew Masterman, BrightView president and CEO
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  Equipment

Takeuchi-US breaks ground on new training center
Global manufacturer of skid-steer loaders and compact equipment Takeu-
chi-US, Pendergrass, Georgia, held a groundbreaking ceremony in Octo-
ber for a new training facility set to open in spring 2020. The new center 
will offer year-round service training to its growing dealer network and 

allow dealers from North 
America and around the 
globe to gain knowledge 
about Takeuchi products.

The new building will be 
37,500 square feet on 9.45 
acres. It will feature two ded-
icated service training class-
rooms and workshop areas, 
workspace for the training 
department, two flex-space 
training rooms, two flex-
space meeting rooms, a 
cafeteria and a kitchen area 
that can hold 90 people, and 
a 7,500-square-foot covered 
demo area.

“This new training facility will give us the opportunity to train more 
dealer staff, conduct year-round training and take our training programs 
to the next level,” says Jeff Stewart, vice president and general manager of 
Takeuchi-US. “Takeuchi is dedicated to providing cutting-edge training 
to best educate our dealers, and we are very excited to open the doors and 
invite our dealer network to participate in this exciting next step with us.

“This signifies the growth of Takeuchi and all that we have accom-
plished thus far with our training efforts,” says Clay Eubanks, president 
of Takeuchi-US. “Our expectations for the new training center will be 
to provide relevant and safe equipment training to all of our dealers. By 
building this new training center, it allows us to invest in our community 
and bring more jobs and opportunities to Jackson County.”

  Landscape

Yellowstone Landscape acquired by Harvest Partners
Harvest Partners LP has acquired Yellowstone 
Landscape from CIVC Partners LP. Headquar-
tered in Palm Coast, Florida, Yellowstone is a 
full-service commercial landscaping company 
serving more than 5,000 customers from its 
40 branches throughout the southern and 
southwestern U.S. The company’s manage-
ment team, led by CEO Tim Portland, will 
continue to lead Yellowstone and remain signif-
icant owners of the business. Additional terms of 
the transaction were not disclosed.

“On behalf of Yellowstone’s leadership team, we are excited to partner 
with Harvest and accelerate our growth,” says Portland. “Their capital, ex-
perience and enthusiasm will help us continue our pursuit of excellence 
in commercial landscaping for our current and new customers across the 
country, deliver continued growth and success across each of our key pri-
orities, and create ever-increasing development opportunities for our out-
standing team of landscape professionals.”

  Suppliers

Heritage Landscape Supply Group acquires FIS Outdoor
McKinney, Texas-based Heritage Landscape Supply 
Group Inc. has announced that Florida Irrigation Supply 
Inc. (FIS Outdoor), an independently owned distributor 
of irrigation, outdoor lighting and landscape products, has 
joined the Heritage family of companies. 

Founded in Orlando, Florida, in 1974, FIS Outdoor 
operates a network of 39 branches across the Southeast, 
servicing professional irrigation and landscape contrac-
tors, municipalities, golf course superintendents and other 
green industry professionals. FIS Outdoor’s sales entire 
sales and operations team will be staying with the com-
pany to run the business, 
which will ensure con-
tinuity and consistency 
for its customers and 
supplier partners. Her-
itage will continue to 
operate these branches 
under the FIS Outdoor 
name.

From left to right: Jim Shaw, chamber president of Jack-
son County Chamber of Commerce; Tom Crow, district 
one commissioner for Jackson County; Jeff Stewart, 
vice president and general manager of Takeuchi-US; 
Clay Eubanks, president of Takeuchi-US; James Tipton, 
president and owner of Tipton Construc tion; and John 
Scott, vice president and director of economic develop-
ment for Jackson County

  Tree Care

NMSU researchers discover how to help tree seedlings 
survive harsh environments
New Mexico State University researchers are working 
to give forest tree seedlings a fighting chance to survive 
when planted on wildfire-scarred mountains in New 
Mexico and the Southwest, according to an article in the 
Las Cruces Sun News.

Owen Burney, NMSU associate professor and su-
perintendent of NMSU’s John T. Harrington Forest Re-
search Center, and his research team hypothesized that 
drought-conditioned seedlings would develop structures 
and processes that make the plant hydraulics and water- 
use more efficient within the seedling. 

So the team developed a scientific procedure that 
stresses plants to just above wilting point. This procedure 
produced physiological changes in the plants’ xylem, the 
vascular tissue in plants that conducts water and dissolves 
nutrients upward from the root and also helps to form the 
woody element in the stem. There was a greater abundance 
of the xylem in plants that were stressed, which means 
they will have a buffer against drought environments.

When 400 normal nursery protocol and 400 drought- 
conditioned ponderosa pines were planted near Flagstaff, 
Arizona, only 109 seedlings survived. Of the survivors, 92 
were the drought-conditioned trees. 
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 QUICK
 TAKES

Lawn care business  
owner gives veterans  
free lawn care
In honor of Veterans Day, Carl 
Horton, owner of Freedom Lawn 
Care and Landscaping in Sebring, 
Florida, gave veterans a year’s 
worth of free lawn care as a way to 
show his gratitude. 

Nominated on his business’s 
Facebook page, Horton chose three 
veterans who stood out as deserv-
ing recipients. Horton hopes that 
less time doing yard work means 
these recipients can spend more 
time with loved ones.  

Toro announces Super 
Bowl Sports Turfgrass 
Training Program winner
Bloomington, Minnesota-based 
Toro has announced that Conlan 
Burbrink is this year’s winner of its 
annual Super Bowl Sports Turf-
grass Training Program. 

Burbrink is a student at the 
University of Tennessee majoring 
in turfgrass science and manage-
ment and will assist the grounds 
crew in field preparations for Super 
Bowl LIV held Feb. 2.

Pauley Tree and Lawn 
Care joins SavATree
SavATree, Bedford Hills, New 
York, has acquired Pauley Tree and 
Lawn Care of New Canaan, Con-
necticut. Pauley Tree and Lawn 
Care was founded in 1975. Owner 
Bob Horan will remain on to serve 
clients and facilitate the transition. 

“We’re excited to have Pauley 
Tree and Lawn Care joining the 
SavATree team,” says Daniel van 
Starrenburg, CEO of SavATree. 
“They are well-known in the 
area for their excellent work and 
experienced crews, and they will be 
a great advantage as we continue 
to honor our goal of providing 
the highest quality service for our 
clients.”

  Landscape

LawnStarter raises $10.5 million growth investment
Austin, Texas-based LawnStarter, an on-demand platform for outdoor services, has an-
nounced a $10.5 million growth investment from Edison Partners, a growth equity investor. 
The new funding will enable LawnStarter to continue its growth in lawn care across the 
U.S. and add new outdoor service lines including landscaping, fertilization, pest control and 
tree care.

LawnStarter began by creating an easy 
way for consumers to order, manage and pay 
for lawn mowing using services provided by a 
network of high-quality and insured service 
providers. The company has since been wel-
comed in 120 U.S. markets, grown 100% year 
over year and reached profitability.

“In the highly decentralized lawn care 
industry, ordering service takes days, com-
munication is poor and caring for your home 
requires hiring several different companies,” 
says LawnStarter CEO and co-founder Steve 
Corcoran. “We’ve brought together vetted 

and fully insured professionals to give consumers the best possible experience. Consumers 
can easily schedule lawn care and other services using a mobile app, giving them an effortless 
way to manage the full spectrum of their outdoor home needs.”

LawnStarter says it helps lawn care businesses grow their revenue by 30% to 80% in a 
few months with no upfront cost. LawnStarter handles marketing, billing, scheduling and 
other back-office operations so that pros can focus on delivering great service. Additionally, 
LawnStarter’s algorithms use geolocation data to help pros build route density, increasing 
their profitability. 

  Equipment

Doosan Bobcat plans $26 million expansion 
of Minnesota manufacturing  facility
West Fargo, North Dakota-based Doosan 
Bobcat has announced plans for a $26 million 
expansion of its Litchfield, Minnesota, man-
ufacturing facility. The investment will enable 
it to meet an increased demand for Bobcat’s 
growing and expanded line of compact equip-
ment and attachments.

The Litchfield announcement coincides 
with the official opening of Doosan Bobcat’s 
nearly $2 million investment in a new Global 
Collaboration Center in downtown Minne-
apolis. The center serves as an easily accessible, centralized location where some elements of 
the company’s global functions work, host global meetings and accelerate innovation.

“These investments demonstrate our commitment to our presence in Minnesota, which 
is a major manufacturing hub and now a center for our global operations,” says Scott Park, 
CEO and president of Doosan Bobcat. “We are proud to continually expand our compact 
equipment line to help empower our customers to accomplish more.”

Doosan Bobcat’s investment in Litchfield will modernize the existing production facility 
by adding new paint lines, a climate-controlled environment and assembly line upgrades. 
The project will more than triple the size of the current footprint and expand the facility to 
nearly 200,000 square feet. Once fully operational, the expanded facility is also expected to 
triple its workforce, from the current 100 employees to an anticipated 300 full-time employ-
ees. Construction is underway, with full completion expected by September 2020.

From left to right: Mike Ballweber, president Doosan 
Bobcat North America; Scott Park, CEO Doosan Bobcat; 
Mike Kiefer, site operations manager, Litchfield; Jim 
Flynn, vice president of operations, Doosan Bobcat 
North America
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Gary Horton, MBA, is CEO of Landscape Development Inc., a green industry leader for over 35 years with offices 
throughout California and Nevada. He can be reached at ghorton@landscapedevelopment.com.
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“W
hat’s My Line?” was a 
panel game show that ran 
in the United States on 
CBS from 1950 to 1967. 
The show used celebrity 

panelists to guess the occupation, or “line” (of work) 
of the contestants. Key to success of the show is the 
public’s innate curiosity of learning interesting things 
about people’s lines of work. 

We all want to learn the fun stuff that differ-
entiates us from one another and makes us special. 
What’s unique? What’s exciting? Why is it beneficial 
to know us?

“What’s My Line?” was a TV game show for en-
tertainment and fun. But your business isn’t for your 
entertainment, and it certainly isn’t just for fun. Your 
landscape company is your life’s work and is likely the 
key component to your well-being. It’s not for giggles 
and you’ve got to get known, get work and get the 
job done.

We’d all rather sell on something other than price 
alone. “Low bid gets it” is is OK, but it is far better 
when we sell on our positive differentiators. How are 
we more efficient, safer, better, faster? What makes 
us the right choice? What hooks our clients on our 
company?

Like in that old game show, our clients really want 
to know what makes us so special for their job.

Many businesses effectively use taglines along 
with their company name to get their unique attri-
butes across. When a tagline rings true — when it 
aligns with the company mission and reality of the 
company — customers remember the tagline and the 
company for a long time. Sales indeed are made on 
good taglines alone. Think about the effectiveness of 
these taglines.

• Nike: Just do it
• Apple: Think different
• California Milk Board: Got milk?

Like in that 
old game 
show, our 
clients really 
want to know 
what makes us 
so special for 
their job.

• BMW: The ultimate driving machine
• McDonalds: I’m lovin it!
• M&Ms: Melts in your mouth, not in your 

hand
One of the best taglines I’d ever seen in our in-

dustry was the old ValleyCrest’s “The workforce 
of nature.” There it was, on the back of every one 
of their thousands of red trucks. I loved and hated 
that tagline because at the time, it was true, well- 
understood and well-respected. ValleyCrest was the 
biggest and the best, and indeed, by sheer size they 
were the workforce of nature. 

My favorite landscape industry tagline today is 
our own — Landscape Development Inc.’s “Peace of 
mind.” Just our simple flower logo and three short, 
but very powerful, words underneath.

Everyone wants peace of mind, but what does that 
have to do with landscaping, you ask? The answer is 
in our type of clients. Our typical clients are project 
managers for large developers and property manag-
ers. They’re extremely busy; they report to many peo-
ple, and they are always juggling dozens of problems 
at once. We give them peace of mind that they don’t 
have to worry about anything involving landscaping. 
That’s our mission, our goal, our purpose, and we 
work as hard as we can to deliver landscape peace of 
mind, for real, every time. 

Yes, we install plants and trees and irrigation sys-
tems, but we sell — and deliver — peace of mind.
Our particular clients want and need it. Peace of 
mind — is our “line.”

What’s your line? What makes you different? 
Figure it out and sell it like crazy. Here are some key 
pointers: Make it memorable and catchy, infer a key 
benefit and differentiate yourself from others, and 
make it feel positive to your clients.

Now that you know about taglines, “Just do it.” 
But, “Think different.” And become the ultimate 
landscape machine. 

By Gary HOrTOn

What’s my line?



                                         LOW                LOW               ZERO               ZERO  
              NOISE       MAINTENANCE   EMISSIONS          GAS  

    
Find a Dealer at:  www.meangreenmowers.com  



NIGHT LIGHTING

Kevin Smith is the national technical support and trainer at Brilliance LED LLC, Carefree, Arizona, 
and can be reached at kevin.smith@brillianceled.com. 
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By Kevin SmiTH

Watch out for  
electrical overstress

Since the last time I wrote on electrical over-
stress, I have gathered more information 
worth sharing. But first, let’s revisit the 
basics. EOS can simply be described as an 

electrical component that is operated beyond its  
maximum-rated electrical limit accidentally or de-
liberately, according to its rating on the specification 
sheet. In landscape lighting, EOS can occur with a 
hot plug-in, a lightning strike or a poorly made con-
nection.

Years ago, halogen and incandescent light sources 
were the normal lamps used in landscape lighting. 
During an installation, it was a common practice by 
many contractors to install lamps while the system 
was on. This is known as a “hot plug-in.”  This prac-
tice was widely used, especially if a contractor was out 
providing maintenance on a lighting system. As we 
have evolved into the era of LED light sources, the 
practice of hot plugging should be avoided because 
the LED lamp or integrated fixture is a solid-state 
light source. For those who have worked with audio 
systems, you know that it is not acceptable to plug 
in an audio speaker while the amplifier is on. This 
could cause the speaker to be damaged or blow out. 
An LED lamp or integrated fixture is no exception. 
A hot plug-in can cause an electrical overstress on 
many parts of the internal circuitry of an LED lamp 
or integrated fixture. EOS can also have an adverse 
effect on a fixture that requires a remote low voltage 
driver. More recently, we have seen several other rea-
sons for electrical overstress.

Caution when retrofitting 
If you have held an LED lamp in your hand, you 
will notice that the weight is much heavier than the 
glass halogen. It is very important to keep this in 
mind when performing a retrofit. Halogen lamps run 
much hotter than the LED lamps. Over time, heat 
can cause damage to the socket. The tension springs 
will expand and contract eventually becoming loose. 
The weight of the lamp can cause it to lean, thus not 
making a firm contact. This is especially important if 

the lamp is in an inverted state, like a tree downlight. 
Don’t forget, this fixture is constantly being shaken 
in some way. A new socket with a clip can allow for 
a solid connection to the new LED lamp and avoid 
EOS due to a poorly made connection.

Cable connections
Over the years I have seen many cable connections 
that have failed. Some of these were quite danger-
ous. One of the most common errors that I have 
seen is a failure to use the correct size of connector.  
Direct-bury connections are great when used prop-
erly. However, it is very important to use the correct 
one for the application. As with any product, follow 
the specifications on the box. Failure to do so could 
result in fire or EOS.

Common signs of EOS
• One or more diodes is out. In this case, the bond-

ing wires that hold the phosphor LED chip have 
been burnt. 

• A pungent burnt smell is emitting from the lamp. 
In some cases, the back of the lamp may have a 
burn mark or hole. This happens especially with a 
lightning strike. 

When performing maintenance on an older sys-
tem, unplug the transformer before installing the 
LED lamp or integrated fixture to ensure the power 
is off to the socket. This same method can also be 
used on new installations with a standard landscape 
lighting transformer. If you happen to be working 
with a smart app-driven transformer, ensure the re-
mote control has the system off. Most smart phone 
apps will allow for a simple on and off for the trans-
former. Ultimately, to avoid EOS, make sure to have 
solid potted cable connections and no power to the 
fixtures upon installation. If a situation arises where 
lightning has caused the EOS, check to see if the 
homeowner’s insurance will cover lightning damages.

Here’s to a successful and happy 2020 — make 
safety a priority! 

As we have 
evolved into 
the era of LED 
light sources, 
the practice of 
hot plugging 
should be 
avoided.
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2020 GREEN INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

Use our annual survey report to map out 
a successful year for your business.

W
elcome to Irrigation & Green Indus-
try’s 2020 Green Industry Outlook. 
This year’s survey builds on the suc-
cess of last year’s status report with 
brand-new market insights and ways 
to benchmark your business. It also 
uncovers the current industry trends 

and challenges, from day-to-day labor struggles to the 
impact of regulations.

We once again reached out to our readers to get the 
lay of the land for the landscape and irrigation indus-
tries as we head into a new decade. We wanted to find 
out how industry demographics have shifted in the 
past year, including business size and services offered. 
But we also wanted to find out more about how pro-
fessionals dealt with some major issues such as average 
crew pay and safety. We modified some questions in 
this year’s edition of the survey based on responses and 
reader suggestions to last year’s survey, to make the re-
sults as relevant as possible.

BY KYLE BROWN

2020
GREEN INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK

This year, a total of 782 of you completed our sur-
vey — a huge jump from last year’s final total. We’re so 
grateful for your help in laying out the most important 
issues you’re facing, as well as where things are going 
well. You came from a wide range of job titles, from 
CEOs to service crew members and specialists, and 
every one of you helped us report a more representa-
tive image of the full landscape and irrigation indus-
tries.

We had such a strong response to the survey that 
we collected more information than we were able to fit 
in the print edition. Check out the full report on www.
igin.com and see how your business compares against 
the larger industry.

If you’re starting 2020 looking at company growth 
projects, our report is a map to where others are find-
ing the biggest challenges and best results. Use these 
responses to plan ahead and make this year your best 
yet.
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2020 GREEN INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

Is your
business
seasonal or
year-round?
16%
SEASONAL

84%
YEAR-ROUND

n	Northeast
n	Southeast
n	Upper Midwest
n	Lower Midwest
n	West

INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION

What types of properties do you service? 

84%
Residential

84%
Commercial

11%
Other

40%
Municipal/Parks/Sports field 

18%

17%
18%

14%

33%

Developing demographics

T
his year’s survey respondents cover the U.S. 
in almost exactly the same distribution as last 
year’s. We see about 33% coming from the 
West, and nearly equal representation in the 
upper Midwest, Northeast and lower Mid-

west. With almost twice as many respondents as in 
our 2019 outlook survey, it looks like we have a rep-
resentative demographic breakdown. 

Roughly the same number of companies are list-
ed as year-round (84%) rather than seasonal (16%). 
More companies report “lawn maintenance compa-
ny” as the primary business than last year, taking the 
top spot at 29%. 

This year’s survey brings in a wider variety of re-
spondents by job title, as 66% considered themselves 
the company executive compared to 75% last year. 
We had greater representation from managers and 
slightly more industry specialists.

This year’s demographics also cover a wider ex-
perience range, though not by much. The majority 
of respondents have been directly working in the 

industry for more than 31 years, at 42%. We see a 
stronger presence from professionals who have been 
in the industry between 11-20 and 21-30 years, but 
you have to add those results together to match the 
older group by just two points.

The age range of respondents remains similar, 
with exactly the same percentage of those in the 
60-plus range as compared to last year. The greatest 
change was in the 30-39 group.

The full report online shows that family owner-
ship is the most common company structure at 57%, 
which lines up with an industry of experienced pro-
fessionals. Private holding is the next most common 
at 33%, followed by government at 8%.

A total of 43% of respondents’ companies have 
been in business for more than 31 years, again out-
pacing both of the next two categories added togeth-
er. Considering the responses to the age range and 
company structure plans, some in the industry could 
be looking into retirement or succession plans within 
the next few years. 
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Which of the following 
best describes your title?
Executive
Owner, Partner, CEO, President, 
General manager

66%

Manager/Supervisor
Architect, Director, Superintendent, 
Foreman, Landscape grounds
manager, Consultant

21%

Specialist
Arborist, Agronomist, Forester,
Horticulturist, Instructor, Water
Manager, Researcher, Engineer

3%

Sales/Marketing/PR/Advertising 5%
Service crew member 2%
Other 3%

AN EXPERIENCED GROUP OF RESPONDENTS

WHICH OF THE
FOLLOWING

SERVICES DOES
YOUR COMPANY

PROVIDE?

69% 
Irrigation maintenance

63% 
Irrigation design 
and installation

59% 
Lawn maintenance

58% 
Landscape design 
and installation

57% 
Turf and landscape 

renovation

51% 
Drainage

47% 
Landscape lighting

44% 
Disease, insect  

and weed control

44% 
Tree and ornamental care

42% 
Chemical application

42% 
Hardscaping

36% 
Water features

32% 
Snow/ice management

28% 
Environmentally friendly 

services

23% 
Hydroseeding/ 

erosion control

17% 
Holiday lighting

n	2 years or less
n	3-5 years
n	6-10 years

n	11-20 years
n	21-30 years
n	31 years or more

How long has your company
been in business?

9%

15%
43%

22%

5% 6%

How many locations does
your company have?

10%

72%

14%

4%

How old are you?
n	Under 20
n	20-29
n	30-39
n	40-49
n	50-59
n	60+

Lawn maintenance company

Landscape contractor – installation

Irrigation contractor/Consultant

In-house lawn and grounds maintenance

Landscape architect/Designer/Consultant

Chemical application company

Tree care

What is your company/organization’s primary business?

How long have you
been working in the
landscape industry?
n	5 years or less
n	6-10 years
n	11-20 years
n	21-30 years
n	31 years or more

n	1
n	2-5

n	5-10
n	10 or more

www.igin.com

                                                                                                            29%

                                                                                             25%

                                                                                         24%

                                       11%

                       7%

        3%

1%

8% 20
% 24

%

42
%

6%

18
%

34
%

28
%

4%

15
%

1%
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WHAT ARE YOUR COMPANY’S LARGEST EXPENSES?

Equipment  
maintenance

Labor Supplies Insurance Equipment 
acquisition

Fuel and
energy

6%41% 20% 14% 10% 9%

                                                                                                                                       37%

                                         14%

                         10%

            7%

        6%

        6%

        6%

    5%

    5%

4%

Labor shortage

Insurance/labor costs

Economic conditions

Weather conditions

Too much competition

Negative perceptions of industry

Low profit margins

Regulations

Equipment costs

Aging client base

What barriers most impact your business growth?

36% – Number of respondents who 
answered labor

22% – Number of respondents who 
answered water

Which regulation has the most  
negative impact on your business? 

Compared to 2018, how much 
do you expect your business 

has grown in 2019?

What is your company’s
projected gross
revenue for 2019?

14
%

12
%

24
%

30
%

14
%

6%

n	1%-5%
n	Flat 
n	Decrease

n	16% or more 
n	11%-15% 
n	6%-10% 

n	Less than $100,000 
n	$100,001-$500,000 
n	$500,001-$1 million 
n	$1,000,001-$5 million 
n	$5,000,001-$10 million 
n	Over $10 million

14
%

29
%

22
%

7%

11
%

17
%

Growing strong

W
hile there are some concerns about avail-
able labor and other obstacles, the indus-
try outlook continues to look strong. A 
total of 14% of respondents expect to see 
growth of about 16% or more in 2020. 

The combined number of those who expect their 
business to remain flat or decrease still falls short of 
those who expect to see between 6%-10% growth. 

Similar to last year, 65% of industry profession-
als expect moderate growth in demand for company 
services in 2020. Also similar to last year, more ex-
pect flat demand of services (18%) than high growth 
(14%). 

Labor continues to be both the largest expense 
and biggest obstacle for the industry. It’s fitting that 
labor/H-2B regulations cause the most problems, 
even compared to water regulations.



Hope 
you’re not 
afraid of 
heights.

Want to see where technology 
can take your business?

Ready to connect to the big 
picture? The one that’ll show you 
how technology and software will 
affect and change your business? 
When you’re at GIE+EXPO, you 
can’t help but take it all in.

GIE+EXPO 2020 will feature hands-on 
drone and in-tree training, a 20-acre 
demonstration area, and more.

Learn more at www.GIE-EXPO.com.

Louisville, KY  |  October 21–23, 2020

TM

Managing partner

19-75748-OPEI_8-125x10-875_GIE_EXPO_Tech_Ad_hz1.indd   1 12/12/19   4:55 PM
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Regardless of 
respondent 
company size 
or regulation, 
the labor 
question is 
the smallest 
change between 
survey results 
from year to 
year.

Does your
region offer

enough qualified 
workers to meet

your company’s needs?

No – 65%

Yes – 35%

What percentage of your employees  
speak Spanish?

None

1%-25%

26%-50%

51%-75%

76% or more

                                                                              33%

                                                                           32%

      11%

  10%

                14%

67%
Total percentage of respondents who employ  
workers who speak Spanish as their first language

Hello

 Hola

Good help is still hard 
to find

F
inding and keeping quality employees has al-
ways been a tough job in the industry, and it 
seems to be just as difficult now as last year. 
Even with nearly twice as many respondents 
in this year’s survey, results for “Does your 

region offer enough qualified workers to meet your 
company’s needs?” changed only by 1% between 
years. Regardless of respondent company size or 
regulation, the labor question is the smallest change 
between survey results from year to year. This is still 
the top concern across the board.

This year’s survey also has a similar overlay on 
full-time employees at peak season. The 1-5 range 
dropped a few percentage points compared to last 
year while larger companies gained some ground. It’s 
still the largest cohort represented at 40%. 

Also like last year, 64% of respondents pay crew 
members 11% or more over the local minimum 
wage. The majority (84%) of companies have never 
participated in the H-2B program, and about the 
same number did not use it last year despite having 
used it previously. That’s not likely to change, as using 
the program continues to be challenging. 

About a third of respondents say between 1%-
25% of their employees speak Spanish either as a pri-
mary language or otherwise. Almost the same num-
ber reports having no Spanish-speaking employees 
in the company.

One of the new questions on this year’s survey 
finds a total of 57% of respondents do not have crews 
using job management apps or software to stream-

line the process of working with clients in the field. 
Those services could potentially help with managing 
labor issues, but they require some setup and buy-in 
throughout the crews to be effective.

Another new question about employee develop-
ment shows that the majority of respondents encour-
age technical training and licensing for employees, at 
89% affirming. That lines up with an industry look-
ing to develop some of its younger crew members to 
be able to take on more responsibility when effective 
labor is tough to find. It’s also good news as profes-
sionals are making certain that knowledge is being 
passed down in the industry.

On a related topic, 42% of respondents say they 
perform weekly or biweekly crew safety checks or 
training. Though it’s not reflected in the results, a 
comforting number of write-in responses assured 
that checks are done daily. One respondent writes, “I 
work with my crew every time we go out. I constantly 
train them.”
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On average, do you pay your crew members 
minimum wage or a higher amount?

64%
11% or more

3%
Minimum wage

10%
1%-5% more

23%
6%-10% more

n	1-5
n	6-10
n	11-25  

n	26-50
n	51-100
n	101+

                                                                      42%

                                     24%

                      16%

                  14%

4%

“Gaining employees 
with some landscape 

knowledge and willing-
ness to learn, and being 

able to work at a fast 
pace.”

“Weather and equip-
ment malfunction. Not 

being able to afford 
repairs as needed.”

“Lowering prices to 
compete with all of the 

unlicensed competitors.”

“The public needs to 
be taught not to expect 
landscaping to be an 

inexpensive investment. 
This can only change if 
the industry presents 
a unified face. We turn 

out to be our own worst 
enemy.”

“The biggest challenge 
is to not overextend, 

don’t take on more than 
I need to do.”

“Getting people to 
realize design is the first 

step to a great land-
scape that also helps 

with budget!”

“We need to scale back 
our lawn maintenance 
to improve quality. We 
could keep the same 
quality at the size we 

are now but qualified la-
borers are hard to find.”

How many full-time
employees does your company

employ at peak season?

Does your company participate
in the H-2B nonimmigrant

visa program?

n	We used H-2B labor in 2019
n	We have previously used H-2B labor but  
 did not use it in 2018
n	We have never participated in H-2B

40%

14%
16%

13%

12%
5%

84%

9%
7%

WHAT YOU HAD TO SAY 
ABOUT YOUR BIGGEST 

CHALLENGES
IN 2019 ...

“ ”

Do your crews use job management apps/
software?

Yes – 43% Yes – 89%No – 57% No – 11%

Do you encourage employees to pursue  
licensing or additional technical  
training?

Weekly/biweekly

Monthly/bimonthly

Seasonally

We don’t do regular safety checks/training

Other

How often do you perform crew safety checks/training?

www.igin.com
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In 2020, which equipment and/or services
are you considering investing in? 

52%
Trucks

43%
Hand-held power equipment

39%
Mowers

35%
Construction equipment

30%
Business hardware

25%
Uniforms

22%
Mechanical/technical  
education

21%
Battery-powered equipment

18%
Design software

17%
Job management  
apps/services

17%
Business management 
software

11%
Drones

10%
Tree equipment

7%
Chippers/shredders

7%
Remote-operated equipment

6%
Non-pneumatic tires

6%
Hiring a business consultant

6%
Financial services

Which products will you purchase for your clients over the next 12 months?

Irrigation equipment/controllers

Soil/organics/mulch

Nursery/flowers

Grass seed

Sod

Chemicals

Landscape lighting

Hardscape products

Water feature accessories

                                                         74%

                                          63%

                                         62%

                                       60%

                                 55%

                              53%

                       47%

                   44%

30%

74%
Percentage of  
respondents
who plan to
purchase
irrigation
equipment or  
controllers

q

Which of the following services are you considering 
expanding or adding in 2020?

Irrigation maintenance 29%
Landscape lighting 26%
Irrigation design and installation 22%
Landscape design and installation 20%
Hardscaping 20%
Environmentally friendly services 18%
Lawn maintenance 17%
Turf and landscape renovation 17%
Drainage 15%
Disease, insect and weed control 14%
Water features 14%
Tree and ornamental care 14%
Chemical application 13%
Snow/ice management 12%
Holiday lighting 12%
Hydroseeding/erosion control 8%

Which of the following services are you considering 
reducing or eliminating in 2020?

Lawn maintenance 19%
Snow/ice management 17%
Chemical application 16%
Water features 15%
Holiday lighting 14%
Hydroseeding/erosion control 10%
Disease, insect and weed control 9%
Hardscaping 9%
Tree and ornamental care 8%
Drainage 8%
Irrigation maintenance 7%
Landscape lighting 7%
Irrigation design and installation 6%
Turf and landscape renovation 6%
Landscape design and installation 5%
Environmentally friendly services 3%

Bright future

W ith a generally positive outlook on the industry, professionals are looking forward to new 
opportunities in 2020. Some are looking at investments in new equipment or branching out 
into new services, while a comparatively low number are reducing available services.

“Because there is a good amount of work out there, we see the best opportunity is to raise 
prices and increase margins,” says one respondent. Others report more commercial contracts and jobs 
requesting renovations and tree planting. A low rain year could increase the demand for improved 
outdoor spaces and also provide a larger market for drought-tolerant landscaping. Though unlicensed 
competitors are an issue in some markets, their mistakes can be an opportunity to capitalize.

For most respondents, though, labor is key to getting leverage on what 2020 can offer. As one 
writes, “There’s room to grow everywhere if you have the people to get it done.”
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A SPECIAL THANKS
Thanks to everyone who partici-
pated in our survey this year; we 
couldn’t have offered this snapshot 
of the industry without you. It’s not 
easy to take time out of your day, 
even for a short survey, so we 
wanted to make certain you un-
derstand how much we appreciate 
it. We provided an incentive to re-
spond to the survey with a drawing 
for one $500 Home Depot gift card. 
That drawing will be completed this 
month, and the results will be post-
ed on www.igin.com. Thanks again 
for your help in putting together our 
industry outlook!

Thank you!

Methodology
The 2020 Green Industry Outlook Sur-
vey was developed in SurveyMonkey, 
with three email invitations to respon-
dents between Nov. 7 and Nov. 15. Each 
invitation included information on the 
drawing for a $500 Home Depot gift 
card. Survey results were closed Nov. 15 
with 782 responses. IGIN staff analyzed 
the survey results.

Read the full report online
We gathered so much information for this survey that we couldn’t 
fit it all in the print edition. To read more and dig into the details, 
head to www.igin.com/2020-green-industry-outlook. Find out 
what direction the industry is headed and see if your business is 
on the right course.

2020 GREEN INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

THE NEXT

GENERATION
OF HIGH QUALITY BERMUDAGRASS

Pennington is a trusted manufacturer and
distributor of grass seed since 1945

pennington.com

If you liked Pennington® Princess®77 
Bermudagrass Seed, you will love Pennington® 
Arden 15 Certified Hybrid Bermudagrass Seed:

Revered turf-grass researcher and 
scientist Dr. Arden Baltensperger 
bred this cultivar to deliver a quality 
stand at a reasonable price—all 
backed by research and confirmed 
with NTEP data.

• Excellent turf quality
• Significant cold tolerance
   (great for transition zones)
• Early spring green-up
• Fine leaf texture

Pennington, Pennington with design, and Princess are registered
trademarks of Pennington Seed, Inc. ©2018 Pennington Seed, Inc. PT72

 Dr. Arden
Baltensperger



For Michael Kravitsky IV, family has always 
been a part of his business at Grasshop-
per Lawns Inc. of Larksville, Pennsylvania. 
The company started as an extension of his 
father’s awning business, when when Mi-
chael Kravitsky III purchased a Lawn-A-
Mat franchise from his aluminum supplier 
in 1964.

“It’s been a family business the whole time,” 
Kravitsky says.

Even the shift from the Lawn-A-Mat meant 
expanding the family. After 21 years under Lawn-
A-Mat, Michael Kravitsky III decided to split away 
from the franchise. His father ran into an old friend 
from Connecticut at a trade show who talked about 
their lawn care company called “Grasshopper.”

“We reconnected at this seminar, and we told 
him, ‘We’re in the process of leaving Lawn-A-Mat. 
We’re looking for a name and gosh, we love your 
name. Can we use it?’” says Kravitsky. 

The two families became closer as Kravitsky’s 
business became Grasshopper Lawns, he says.

“We would go to their house in Connecticut; 
they would come here. My parents would vacation 
together with them,” Kravitsky says. “It was a good 
mutual meeting between the two families.”

Kravitsky’s father ran the operation, but much 
of the rest of the family worked alongside him. His 
grandfather, who had started the original awning 

Michael Kravitsky IV

FAMILY TRADITION
business, ran the books for the new company, and 
Kravitsky himself started working with the crew full 
time in 1988. His mother, sister, brother and niece 
also held roles in the business. His son, Michael 
Kravitsky V, started working for the company right 
out of college.

Grasshopper operated out of the basement of 
his grandparents’ house for 36 years, including a few 
trailers on an adjoining property that kept all of the 
supplies with the trucks camped nearby. It wasn’t 
until 2001 that the company moved into its current 
facility in Larksville.

With everyone working so closely, it was some-
times difficult to maintain a balance between col-
leagues at work and healthy family relationships, 
but Kravitsky learned from his grandfather’s exam-
ple. As his grandfather was often working in the 
office while his father was out in the field, Krav-
itsky had plenty of time to work alongside him. But 
as Kravitsky grew older and started working more 
closely with the company, he had different opinions 
about how some parts of the business should oper-
ate, he says.

“I can remember this one time that he and I got 
into such an argument about something that I was 
literally ready to pop him in the head,” he says. “And 
then in the middle of all of that, he slammed the desk 
and said, ‘OK, Michael, let’s go upstairs. Your grand-
mother has supper waiting.’”

The owner of Grasshopper Lawns Inc. has continued his father’s  
55-year company while finding ways to balance work and family life.

 — By Kyle Brown —
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Michael Kravitsky IV grew up alongside 
Grasshopper Lawns Inc. as his father 
developed the company. As he brought his own 
family into the company, he learned to balance 
quality time between work and family.  
Photo: Mark Moran Photography



“That was definitely a defining moment in my life 
because it taught me that business is business, and 
family’s family — no matter what goes on,” he says. 
“That was an extremely powerful thing that hap-
pened to me.”

The original Lawn-A-Mat company started 
when Kravitsky was two years old, and he grew up 
alongside it. “It was the best time in the world,” he 
says. He remembers a tractor with a roller and a weed 
control spray tank attachment. “Now, I’m a kid, I’m 
five or six years old and my father brings one of these 
tractors home. I could plow the driveway; I could get 
wood for our fireplaces up in the woods. I learned to 
drive on this old Lawn-A-Mat tractor.”

When he was a little bit older, he started accom-
panying the crews out to job sites, and because he 
already knew how to drive the tractor, he was able 
to help out in treating lawns. He remembers driving 
to Allentown, Pennsylvania, for the first time with a 
truck and a trailer with the tractor. 

“I’m going to Allentown to work, and I’m think-
ing, ‘Holy smokes, this is the big world now. I can’t 
believe that I’m so far from home.’ It was just this 
weird feeling,” he says. “But the guys always took me 
with them, and I just learned from a very young age 
how to do this.”

Growing up with a family business showed him 
the value of hard work, as his father always had mul-
tiple side businesses running. Aside from lawn care in 
the summer, they also maintained the original alumi-
num awning business. The family kept an old Dodge 
pickup truck that his father changed the side panels 
on, depending on the work being done that day. His 

father also managed several rental properties and re-
furbished some of the apartments during the winter. 
Kravitsky picked up some electrical and carpentry 
skills from his time helping his father, but mostly he 
honed his business sense. While Kravitsky didn’t go 
to college, he found he was learning all he needed 
from his parents and grandparents.

“(My father) nurtured me along for many years 
and taught me how to do things and how to run the 
business,” Kravitsky says. “My parents used to go on 
vacation a lot and leave me to run the businesses after 
my grandfather passed. I was running the businesses, 
and I drew on all those skills I had learned from my 
dad all those years prior. I learned it all from my dad 
and from my grandfather.”

There was never an “aha!” moment when he knew 
he was ready for the business, but he had continued 
to absorb more and more of the company’s family 
culture the longer he worked, he says. Kravitsky de-
scribes it as heading down a familiar road and getting 
to your destination without really remembering the 
whole drive. 

“It’s the same thing that I felt growing up in this 
business,” he says. “It was like, ‘OK, we need to keep 
moving on. We can’t sit still, let’s get going.’”

Kravitsky officially purchased the business from 
his father about 10 years ago, though he was running 
many operations before that. One of his first goals 
was to make certain he was surrounded with good 
employees. He had been involved in the hiring pro-
cess for years but put in extra effort to find employees 
who were willing to work hard for the company. 

Grasshopper Lawns took a safe approach to 
company growth at the time he became the owner to 
make sure that the company could balance the work-
load and needs of its customers. About 95% of its 
customers are residential.

“I wanted to do quality work, and I knew if we 
grew too fast, we weren’t going to be able to do qual-
ity,” he says. “But in the past few years, we’ve been 
in a huge growth mode, and we’ve got to watch to 
balance it because you don’t want to grow too fast.”

While the company isn’t putting the brakes on 
growth anytime soon, it is getting to a point where 
Kravitsky is more selective about customers, he says.

As he’s continued to develop Grasshopper, now 
a business of “under $8 million,” he’s starting to un-
derstand what it was like for his father to bring his 
kids into the company and balance quality time with 
his family. 

“I used to be a workaholic,” Kravitsky says. As 
their children grew up, he remembered he poured his 
energy into the company while his wife took care of 
the day-to-day responsibilities of raising their chil-
dren. He was focusing on taking care of his career 
and providing for his family. As they grew up, he re-
membered how often his father made time during 
the year for family vacations and time off spent to-
gether while he was growing up.

Left to right: Son Michael Kravitsky V, Michael Kravitsky IV, wife Suzanne and daughter Kristy as they 
choose a family Christmas tree. Both father and son work together at Grasshopper, and Kristy held a role 
at the company for eight years. Photo: Michael Kravitsky IV
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“I was running 
the businesses, 
and I drew on 
all those skills 
I had learned 
from my dad 
all those  
years prior. I 
learned it all 
from my dad 
and from my 
grandfather.” 

– Michael  
Kravitsky IV



“My dad always took us on vacation every year, 
somewhere. I mean, we’d spend the whole summer 
down at the Jersey Shore. We’d go to Disney World,” 
he says. “After my kids were coming of age, we al-
ways did that. I always, always made time because 
again, business is business and family is family, right? 
I always made sure that we would go on at least one 
or two vacations per year.”

Some of those vacations make use of his pilot’s 
license and Cessna 182 Skylane light airplane. He 
flew several times as a child and determined when 
he was 39 that he would get his license. He and his 
wife take the plane to visit the kids in another city 
and for short trips to Lake Placid 
in New York. Either way, the hob-
by has given them another way to 
spend more time together outside 
of work.

One quality that Kravitsky 
tries to instill in his employees, 
as well as his children working 
alongside him, is integrity. He ex-
tends that into the biblical princi-
ple of “Do unto others as you would 

have them do unto you,” which he was meditating 
on through a recent family vacation to Europe. As 
a family of Polish decent, he made a sign with the 
phrase in Polish to hang above the facility door where 
each of his crews would see it before they left.

“I wanted to convey to them how that goes a 
long way with integrity and with how you treat cus-
tomers,” he says. “But it also goes to how you treat 
your fellow workers, employees, co-workers and 
family.” 

The author is editor-in-chief of Irrigation & Green Industry and 
can be reached at kylebrown@igin.com.

“That was definitely a defining moment 
in my life because it taught me that busi-
ness is business, and family’s family — no 
matter what goes on.” 

– Michael  Kravitsky IV
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

As the new year rolls around so does the age-old tradition of New Year’s resolutions. While most people go through this exercise, only 
a small amount actually achieve their annual goals. The top resolutions include commitments to lose weight, save money and eat 
healthier foods. A lesser known resolution that still makes the top 5 is the commitment to spend more time with family and friends. It 
shouldn’t be surprising in a world with constant connectivity, longer work hours and increased pressures that there is a need to balance 
work with time off to spend with friends and family.

Leaders have a responsibility to set a climate in their organizations that support employee well-being and prevent burnout. A recent survey 
by Kronos Inc. and Future Workplace found that employee burnout was the biggest threat to employee engagement, with over 95% of human 
resource leaders admitting employee burnout is sabotaging workforce retention. Here are some tips to help you and your organization have a 
better balance between work and well-being.

• Schedule time to plan your day and 
week (and encourage others to do the 
same). Prioritize important meetings 
and block out some “white space” that 
provides time for analysis, coaching em-
ployees and answering emails. 

• Evaluate your staffing levels. Is it time 
to hire additional full-time staff? What 
about increasing your budget for season-
al workers?

• Build breaks into the schedule. En-
courage employees to take their breaks 
and plan team building and social activi-
ties into the calendar.

Take your time

Prevent employee burnout by balancing work and well-being.

Leaders have a 
responsibility to set a 

climate in their organizations 
that support employee well–
being and prevent burnout.

by Kate Kjeell

1Monitor workloads
The myth that working longer hours 
leads to great productivity is just that! 

Studies across the gamut show that working 
more than 40 hours per week consistently 
isn’t more productive, but it actually reduces 
productivity. Researchers at Stanford Uni-
versity found that the total output produced 
during a 60-hour week was actually two-
thirds of what it was when 40-hour weeks 
were worked. Additionally, as overtime in-
creased, so did mistakes and oversights that 
take longer to fix.

The idea of a 40-hour work week may 
seem like a pipe dream in the green indus-
try busy season, but there are things that can 
be done to make it a reality. Consider the 
following:
• Evaluate your work processes. Where 

can you streamline and improve effica-
cies? Where are your weak spots? Noth-
ing drives up a workload like poor pro-
cesses and duplicate work.

2Value vacations
The United States is the only indus-
trialized county in the world with no 

mandatory minimum requirement for paid 
vacation for employees. The chart on pg. 29 
(courtesy of the Center for Economic and 
Policy Research) shows the U.S.’s dismal 
standing (look for the zero on the far right) 
versus the other 20-plus countries.

Studies have shown that taking vacation 
provides a good return on investment with 
lower stress, improved energy and increased 
productivity upon return. 

The green industry has seasonal swings 
that make taking vacations in the typical 
summer months challenging. This shouldn’t 
mean that vacations are not valued. With 
proper planning and staffing, employee va-
cations can be scheduled and honored. Even 
a shorter getaway during the busy season 
can diminish stress, alleviate burnout and 
boost productivity.
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

Kate Kjeell is president of 
TalentWell, a recruiting firm that 
specializes in helping small 
and midsized businesses thrive 
by finding and hiring the right 
people. The firm’s approach can 
be described in three words: find, fit, flourish.
She can be reached at kate@talentwellinc.com.

Valuing vacation is good for the employ-
ee as well as green industry families. Ac-
cording to the Harvard Business Review, “A 
new report from Project: Time Off, which 
surveyed a representative sample of over 
700 kids between 8 and 14 years of age, and 
their parents, our always-on habits are re-
shaping our children’s lives. Three quarters 
of children surveyed said their parents don’t 
fully disconnect from work when at home, 
and over 80% of kids have noticed their par-
ents bringing work stress home with them.” 
Vacations not only increase job productivity 
but positively impact families by providing 
an opportunity to relax and reconnect. 

Consider the following steps:
• Analyze your employee vacation usage. 

Run a report to determine who is taking 
vacation and who isn’t. Find out from 
those who are not why they don’t take 
vacation. Find out the root cause and ad-
dress the issue.

• Encourage employees to take vaca-
tions. Create a vacation schedule, rou-
tinely talk about vacation as a given, not 
a privilege. Make it easy for employees to 
request time off and be happy when they 
ask for it. A master vacation schedule 
can help facilitate vacations during the 
busier months and gives a heads-up for 
planning.

• Ease employees’ return to work post- 
vacation. Don’t make the benefits of va-
cation undone by a harsh return to work. 
Schedule a meeting to brief employees 
on what has happened while they were 
gone and provide them extra time to 
catch up on work missed. Don’t forget to 
ask about their vacation, rather than just 
discuss the work that needs to be done!

3Model and promote balance
Don’t just say you value work/life bal-
ance. Model it as well! Employees will 

follow a leader’s actions more than their 
words. You can show that you value well- 
being as much as work by taking these steps:
• Don’t be available 24/7. In a world that 

is struggling to disconnect, take time to 
be “offline.” If you are constantly available 
to your employees, they will feel an im-
plicit requirement to model that behavior.

• Close the office early around holidays. 
Make it a policy to close early on key 
holidays. These hours are not typically 
productive and can set the right tone that 
time with family and friends is important.

• Set a good example and take vacation 
yourself. Not only will you share in the 
benefits listed above, your team will feel 
more comfortable requesting vacation 
time as well.

The term “workaholic” has become part 
of our American lexicon. It was first coined 
in 1971 by minister and psychologist Wayne 
Oates, who described workaholism as “the 
compulsion or the uncontrollable need to 
work incessantly.” Since then, the workahol-
ic has become as accepted in our offices as in 
our vocabulary, but it needn’t be so. With the 
proper awareness and practices, forward- 
thinking companies can balance work with 
well-being to great success. 
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MANDATORY PAID VACATION AND PAID HOLIDAYS, OECD NATIONS, IN WORKING DAYS

Like the National Parks after 

which our fixtures are named, 

Brilliance Metal Works fixtures 

stand out for their soul and 

beauty. Made in America, 

connected to our land, this  

is Brilliance Metal Works.

METAL  
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CUTTING-EDGE

trendsUse our ZERO-TURN 
and STAND-ON mower 
comparison charts to 
find the right fit.

By Mary Elizabeth Williams-Villano

Zero-turn riders keep getting more 
productive, more comfortable and 
easier to service.

What’s the next phase in this 
evolution? To get that answer, we talked to 
some of the manufacturers about the trends 
they’re seeing in the ZTR market and the 
lawn and landscape maintenance contrac-
tors who are powering those trends.

LARGER DECKS
Manufacturers are increasing deck sizes, 
partially as a response to the labor short-
age the industry faces, according to Mitch 
Hoffman, marketing manager at The Toro 
Company, Bloomington, Minnesota.

“Labor continues to be a major con-
cern for contractors,” says Hoffman. “So, 
there’s a lot of focus on making sure that 
they can maximize productivity for every 
one of their machines, so they can get a lot 
done with one operator as opposed to two 
or more operators using smaller machines.”

“Mowers with larger deck sizes allow 
company owners to take on more jobs and 
generate more revenue without the costs 
that come from needing additional man-
power,” says Brad Unruh, director of new 
product development for Hustler Turf 

Equipment (an Excel Industries brand), 
Hesston, Kansas. 

Brian Carawan, owner of BT Carawan 
Landscapers in Greenville, North Carolina, 
agrees that larger decks help his crews be 
more productive. “We recently standard-
ized all of our equipment to 60-inch and 
48-inch decks. That also simplifies main-
tenance, as we also only have to stock two 
types of blades for all of our crews,” he says. 

ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION 
Though an EFI engine nudges a mower’s 
price up a bit, an increasing number of 
landscapers are willing to pay for it. 

“To have EFI, that’s important to us,” 
says Damien Raasch, production manager 
for the landscape maintenance department 
at David J. Frank Landscape Contracting 
Inc., Germantown, Wisconsin. He over-
sees 52 crews using 60 ZTR riders and 50 
stand-ons. “With our mowers that have it, 
we’ve seen up to a 30% savings in fuel cost.”

Aaron van Ranst, owner of Prestige 
Lawn and Landscape, Baldwin, Wisconsin, 
also likes EFI. “The gas efficiency with EFI 
is major. We’ve noticed that it also kicks in a 
little more power. It also makes the mowers 
easier to start after a long winter,” he says.

MORE COMFORTABLE SEATS
Manufacturers continue to entice buyers 
with comfier seats. It’s a change that hasn’t 
gone unrecognized by van Ranst. “I’ve no-
ticed that driver comfortability has kept 
improving to where we can work all day 
and not have to worry about injuring our 
backs,” he says.

“Operator comfort has become an  
increasing priority,” says Lloyd von  
Scheliha, product manager at Exmark,  
Beatrice, Nebraska. “When a mower rides 
smoother over bumps, the operator stays 
fresh longer.”

EASE OF SERVICING
Increasingly, greaseless spindles, removable 
parts and easy-access ports and doors are 
being included on mowers, simplifying 
maintenance tasks. “That’s always a bonus, 
when things are easy to access,” says Cara-
wan. “That just guarantees that the mainte-
nance is actually going to happen.”

Raasch likes the trend toward reduced 
maintenance. “I prefer not to service a part; 
I’d rather just change it out,” he says. “It’s 
easier, and it’s less man hours … The more 
time that the guys are sitting there pump-
ing oil into some of the moving parts, the 
less time they’re out serving clients and 
generating revenues.” 

The author is senior editor Irrigation & Green Indus-
try and can be reached at maryvillano@igin.com.

“To have EFI, that’s important to us. With our mowers that 
have it, we’ve seen up to a 30% savings in fuel cost.”  
— Damien Raasch, David J. Frank Landscape Contracting Inc.

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS
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2020 ZERO-TURN MOWER COMPARISON CHART – RIDER MODELS
Model Horsepower Cooling Forward 

speed 
(mph)

Fuel type 
options

Fuel 
capacity 
(gal)

Deck drive – 
belt/shaft

Width at 
rear wheels 
(in.)

Total width 
(in.) (chute 
up)

Wheel 
base 
(in.)

Overall 
length (in.)

Curb 
clearance 
(in.)

Deck discharge options Unit weight 
(lbs)

Width of cut 
(in.)

Height of 
cut (in.)

Altoz XR 480, 540 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt n/a 49-55 n/a 77 n/a side 800-830 48-54 1.5-4.25
Altoz XE 540, 610 24 air 9 gasoline 10 belt n/a 55-62 n/a 80 n/a side 930-970 54-61 1.5-4.25
Altoz XPHD 540, 610, 660, 720 27-35 air 11 gasoline 14 belt n/a 55-73 n/a 86.5-89 n/a side 1,330-1,415 54-72 1.5-5
Altoz XC 610, 720 31-37 air 19 gasoline 14 belt n/a 62-73 n/a 85.5-89 n/a side 1,400-1,500 61-72 1.5-5
Altoz TRX 354, 561, 766 27-37 air 7-10 gasoline 10-14 belt n/a 55-67 n/a 81-96 n/a side/rear (all terrain) 1,200-1,600 54-66 2.25-7
BigDog Rex Briggs & Stratton 10.5 air 5 gasoline 2.8 qt belt n/a 37.5 n/a 65.5 n/a side 390 34 1.5-4.5
BigDog Rex Briggs & Stratton 10.5 air 5 gasoline 2.8 qt belt n/a 43.25 n/a 65.5 n/a side 400 42 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR541 15 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 38.3 n/a 73 n/a side 465 36 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR600 18 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 44.4 n/a 73 n/a side 495 42 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha Kawasaki FR691 23 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 53.4 n/a 73 n/a side 515 52 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 37.3 n/a 73 n/a side 577 36 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 44.4 n/a 73 n/a side 587 42 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 49.7 n/a 73 n/a side 625 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 55.7 n/a 73 n/a side 650 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MP Kawasaki FR730 24 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt n/a 61.7 n/a 73 n/a side 670 60 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 41 49 n/a 73 n/a side 620 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 46 55 n/a 73 n/a side 666 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Alpha MPX Kawasaki FR730 24 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 46 61 n/a 73 n/a side 671 60 1.5-4.5
BigDog Blackjack Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 43.7 48.8 n/a 69.4 n/a side 755 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Blackjack Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 43.7 54.8 n/a 69.4 n/a side 770 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR691 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 47 49.1 n/a 76 n/a side 855 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR691 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 55.1 n/a 76 n/a side 860 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout Kawasaki FR730 24 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 61.1 n/a 76 n/a side 880 60 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 47 49.1 n/a 73.6 n/a side 862 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 52 55.1 n/a 73.6 n/a side 891 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Stout MP Kawasaki FX730 23.5 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 52 61.1 n/a 73.6 n/a side 916 60 1.5-4.5
BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt n/a 54.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,255 52 1-5.5
BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt n/a 62.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,306 60 1-5.5
BigDog Diablo Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt n/a 75.7 n/a 84 n/a side 1,465 72 1-5.5
BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX850 27 air 14 gasoline 12 belt n/a 65.3 n/a 89 n/a side 1,460 60 1-5.5
BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 14 gasoline 12 belt n/a 65.3 n/a 89 n/a side 1,475 60 1-5.5
BigDog Diablo MP Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 14 gasoline 12 belt n/a 75.3 n/a 93 n/a side 1,590 72 1-5.5
BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS541 (ES) 15 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 35 37 n/a 76.7 n/a side 560 36 1.5-4.5
BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS600 (ES) 18.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 44 49 n/a 75 n/a side 635 48 1.5-4.5
BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS600 (ES) 18.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 46 55 n/a 75.3 n/a side 660 54 1.5-4.5
BigDog Hike Kawasaki FS651 (ES) 21.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 46 61 n/a 77.5 n/a side 695 60 1.5-4.5
Bob-Cat CRZ 21.5-23 air 7 gasoline 6 belt 41-46 43-63 48-51 76-79 n/a side 684-795 42-61 1.5-4.875
Bob-Cat  XRZ/XRZ Pro 21.5-24 air 8 gasoline 6 belt 46-47 49-63 48 76-79 n/a side 736-817 48-61 1.5-4.875
Bob-Cat XRZ Pro RS 20.5-27 air 10 gasoline 9.5 belt 47-50 49-63 48 76-79 n/a side 773-844 48-61 1.5-4.875
Bob-Cat QuickCat 4000 19-26 air 9-10.5 gasoline 5.1-6.5 belt 35-50 35.5-63 48-50 64-67 n/a side 800-1,028 36-61 1.5-4.5
Bob-Cat FastCat Pro SE 16.5-19 air 8 gasoline 9.5 belt 36-50 37-54 47-53 79 n/a side 705-744 36-42 1-4.875
Bob-Cat Predator-Pro 7000 35-37 air 15-19 gasoline 15 belt 56 63-74 54-56 87-89 n/a side 1,500-1,659 61-72 1-5.5
Bob-Cat ProCat 6000MX 27-29.5 air 12 gasoline 15 belt 53 63 53 83 n/a side 1,464 61 1-5.5
Bob-Cat ProCat 6000 25.5 air 12 gasoline 15 belt 53 54-63 53 83 n/a side 1,371-1,421 52-61 1-5.5
Bob-Cat Procat 5000 23.5-26 air 10 gasoline 11 belt 49-53 49-63 53 83 n/a side 1,253-1,318 48-61 1-5.5
Country Clipper Avenue 18, 23 air 7 5 belt 43, 45 54, 67 n/a 80 n/a 587-635 42, 54 1.5-4.5
Country Clipper Boulevard 23 air 7.5 5 belt 47, 49 58, 67, 74 n/a 79 n/a 688-722 48, 54, 60 1.5-4.5
Country Clipper XLT 24, 26 air 8 5 belt 47, 49 61, 65, 73 n/a 79 n/a 798-846 48, 54, 60 2-5
Country Clipper Challenger 24, 25 air 9 7 belt 49 65, 73 n/a 79 n/a 861-875 52, 60 2-5
Country Clipper Charger 25.5, 26.5 air 10.5 7 belt 51 65, 73 n/a 84 n/a 1,081-1,096 52, 60 2-5
Country Clipper Boss XL 27, 35 air 12.5 11 belt 59 73, 85 n/a 83, 84 n/a 1,257-1,371 60, 72 2-5
Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2342KO 23 air 7 4 belt n/a 51.5 n/a 76 n/a 730 42 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2348KO 23 air 7 4 belt n/a 57.5 n/a 76 n/a 750 48 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2348KW 23 air 7 4 belt n/a 57.5 n/a 76 n/a 750 48 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2354KO 23 air 7 4 belt n/a 64 n/a 76 n/a 763 54 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Zee 2 2354KW 23 air 7 4 belt n/a 64 n/a 76 n/a 763 54 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2450KW 24 air 8 8 belt n/a 61 n/a 80 n/a 730 50 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Magnum R 25540KO 25 air 8 8 belt n/a 61 n/a 80 n/a 730 50 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2460KW 24 air 8 8 belt n/a 71 n/a 80 n/a 750 60 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper Magnum R 2560KO 25 air 8 8 belt n/a 71 n/a 80 n/a 750 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2248KW 22 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,104 48 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2454KW 24 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,114 54 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk 2460KW 24 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,121 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2248KW 22 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,116 48 1.5-4.5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2548KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,121 48 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2454KW 24 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,132 54 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2554KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,138 54 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2460KW 24 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,140 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper BlackHawk HP 2560KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,144 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle 2754KOE 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 59.6 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,317 54 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle 2754KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 59.6 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,306 54 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle 2760KOE 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,333 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle 2760KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,322 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3160KOE 31 air 14 10 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,378 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3160KW 31 air 14 10 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,386 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3366KOE 33 air 14 10 belt n/a 72.5 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,403 66 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3566KW 35 air 14 10 belt n/a 72.5 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,409 66 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3372KOE 33 air 14 10 belt n/a 78.7 n/a 89 n/a 1,442 72 1-5
Dixie Chopper Eagle HP 3572KW 35 air 14 10 belt n/a 78.7 n/a 89 n/a 1,426 72 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 2750KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 55.5 n/a 77.5 n/a 1,074 50 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 2760KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 65.5 n/a 77.5 n/a 1,134 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 3160KOE 31 air 12 10 belt n/a 65.5 n/a 78 n/a 1,228 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 3160KW 31 air 12 10 belt n/a 65.5 n/a 78 n/a 1,228 60 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 3572KOE 35 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 79 n/a 1,425 72 1-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 3572KW 35 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 79 n/a 1,425 72 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Classic 3672BR 36 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 79 n/a 1,425 72 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3160KOE 31 air 13 12 belt n/a 65 n/a 85 n/a 1,390 60 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3160KW 31 air 13 12 belt n/a 65 n/a 85 n/a 1,390 60 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3366KOE 33 air 13 12 belt n/a 72 n/a 85 n/a 1,445 66 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3566KW 35 air 13 12 belt n/a 72 n/a 85 n/a 1,445 66 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3574KOE 35 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 86 n/a 1,482 74 1.5-5

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS

Editor’s note: Information presented in these charts was provided by manufacturers. Please contact the manufacturer directly for more details.

D: deflector; MBTC+BB: manual belt tightener clutch and band brake; PTO: power take-off; VB/EM 200: V-belt/electro-magnetic, 200 lb./ft.   To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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2020 ZERO-TURN MOWER COMPARISON CHART – RIDER MODELS
Model Horsepower Cooling Forward 
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rear wheels 
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(lbs)
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Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3574KW 35 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 86 n/a 1,482 74 1.5-5
Dixie Chopper Xcaliber 3674BR 36 air 13 12 belt n/a 76 n/a 86 n/a 1,482 74 1.5-5
Encore Arrow EA46XS22KW 21.5 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 55 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 544 46 1.5-4.5
Encore Arrow EA50XL24KW 23 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 59 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 590 50 1.5-4.5
Encore Arrow EA60XL24KW 23 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 68.5 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 637 60 1.5-4.5
Encore Fuzion F34K20 18 air 8 6 belt, PTO 33.5 41.5 w/D 43 73 4.125 side 720 34 1-4.5
Encore Fuzion F42K20 18 air 8 6 belt, PTO 38 53 w/D 43 73 4.125 side 750 42 1-4.5
Encore Dart ED34FS600V 18 air 8 6 belt, PTO 33.5 45 w/D 43 73 4.125 side 770 34 1-4.5
Encore Edge EE48FR691V32 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 47 60 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 920 48 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge EE52FR691V32 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 65.5 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 950 52 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge EE60FR730V32 24 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 73 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 1,020 60 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge Single Stick EE48FR691V32SS 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 47 60 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 920 48 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge Single Stick EE52FR691V32SS 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 65.5 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 950 52 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge Single Stick EE60FR730V32SS 24 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 73 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 1,020 60 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge EE52FX691V34 22 air 10 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 65.5 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 950 52 1.5-4.75
Encore Edge EE60FX730V34 23.5 air 10 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 73 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 1,020 60 1.5-4.75
Encore Caliber EC52FX801V4 25.5 air 12 14 belt, PTO 47 65 w/D 50.5 78 5 side 1,050 52 1-5.25
Encore Caliber EC60FX850V5X 27 air 12 14 belt, PTO 50 73 w/D 54.5 79 5 side 1,110 60 1-5.25
Encore Prowler EP60FX921V5 31 air 12 14 belt, PTO 57 73 w/D 57 91 6.5 side 1,410 60 1.5-5.5
Encore Prowler EP60MX800EV5 32 air 12 14 belt, PTO 57 73 w/D 57 91 6.5 side 1,410 60 1.5-5.5
Encore Prowler EP72FX1000V5 35 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 side 1,550 72 1.5-5.5
Encore Prowler EP72MX825EV5 34 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 side 1,550 72 1.5-5.5
Encore Prowler EP72MX825EV5RD 34 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 rear 1,570 72 1.5-5.5
Encore Prowler EP72BSV37EV5RD 37 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 rear 1,570 72 1.5-5.5
Exmark Lazer Z Diesel n/a liquid 12 diesel 15.5 shaft n/a 72.8-101.2 n/a 96.3-97.3 n/a rear 1,915-2,584 60-96 1-5.5
Exmark Lazer Z E-Series n/a air 8-10 gasoline 8 belt n/a 64.8-72.8 n/a 79.2-83.1 n/a side; rear n/a 48-72 1-5.5
Exmark Lazer Z S-Series n/a air 10 gasoline 12 belt n/a 59.6-84.9 n/a 79.2-86.1 n/a side 1,142-1,305 48-72 1-5.5
Exmark Lazer Z X-Series n/a air 11.5 gasoline 12 belt n/a 72.8-101.2 n/a 83.1-97.3 n/a side; rear 1215-2,584 52-96 1-5.5
Exmark Navigator n/a air 7 gasoline 7.5 shaft n/a 43.2-49.2 n/a 91.8-94.5 n/a rear 1,140-1,170 42-48 1-4
Exmark Radius S-Series n/a air 9 gasoline 7 belt n/a 59.5-72.3 n/a 81.7-82.2 n/a side; rear 873-941 48-60 1.5-5
Exmark Radius X-Series n/a air 10 gasoline 7 belt n/a 59.5-72.3 n/a 81.7-82.2 n/a side 937-1,006 48-60 1.5-5
Ferris 400S 21.5-25 air 8 5.5 electric n/a n/a-62.5 n/a 80 n/a n/a-753 44-48 1.5-4.5
Ferris IS600Z Series 18.5-25 air 10 5.5 electric n/a-45.75 59-67 n/a 80 n/a 922-972 44-52 1.5-4.5
Ferris IS700Z Series 27 air 10 5.5 electric 51-52.63 66.75-75.75 n/a 81 n/a 1,059-1,113 52-61 1.5-5
Ferris ISX800 Series 24-27 air 10 5.5 electric n/a  66.75-75.75 n/a 81 n/a n/a 52-61 1.5-5
Ferris IS2100Z Series 25.5-29.5 air 10 5.5, 11 electric 50-56.25 67-78 n/a 82.5 n/a 1,223 52-61 1.5-5
Ferris ISX2200 Series 28 air 10 5.5, 11 electric n/a 57-61.5 n/a 83.63 n/a 1,319, 1,398 52, 61 1.5-5
Ferris IS2600Z Series 24 air 10 5.5, 11 electric 50-56.25 76.5 n/a 88 n/a 1,606 52-61 1.75-5
Ferris IS3200Z Series 32-37 air 12 5.5, 11 electric 60.75 76.75-85.75 n/a 84.5 n/a 1,443 61, 72 1.5-5
Ferris ISX3300 Series 37 air 12 5.5, 11 electric n/a 66.5-74 n/a 84.5 n/a 1,808, 1,717 61, 72 1.5-5
Grasshopper 124V-41 724cc air 7.5 3 belt n/a 44 47 76 n/a 700 41 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 124V-48 724cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 51 45 75 n/a 810 48 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 125V-48 747cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 51 45 75 n/a 810 48 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 125V-52 747cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 55 45 75 n/a 830 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 125V-61 747cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 64 48 78 n/a 880 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 126V-52 810cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 55 45 75 n/a 830 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 126V-61 810cc air 8 6.5 belt n/a 64 48 78 n/a 880 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 225V-G4-52 747cc air 9 12 belt n/a 55 46 76 n/a 980 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 225V-G4-61 747cc air 9 12 belt n/a 64 46 79 n/a 1,050 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 225-48 747cc air 9 12 belt n/a 51 50 75 n/a 1,050 48 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 225-52 747cc air 9 12 belt n/a 55 50 75 n/a 1,070 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 225-61 747cc air 9.5 12 belt n/a 64 51.5 76.5 n/a 1,120 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 226V-G4-52 810cc air 9 12 belt n/a 55 46 76 n/a 960 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 226V-G4-61 810cc air 9.5 12 belt n/a 64 46 79 n/a 1,030 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 227V-G4 EFI-52 747cc air 9 12 belt n/a 55 46 76 n/a 980 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 227V-G4 EFI-61 747cc air 9.5 12 belt n/a 64 46 79 n/a 1,050 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 328G4 EFI-52 810cc air 10.5 13 belt n/a 55 50 84 n/a 1,140 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 328G4 EFI-61 810cc air 10.5 13 belt n/a 64 51.5 85 n/a 1,190 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329G4 EFI-52 824cc air 10.5 13 belt n/a 55 50 84 n/a 1,140 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329G4 EFI-61 824cc air 10.5 13 belt n/a 64 51.5 85 n/a 1,190 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329B-52 895cc air 10 12 belt n/a 55 50 78 n/a 1,140 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329B-61 895cc air 10.5 12 belt n/a 64 51.5 79.5 n/a 1,190 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 333G5 EFI-61 824cc air 11 13 belt n/a 64 51.5 85 n/a 1,250 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 333G5 EFI-72 824cc air 11 13 belt n/a 75 55 89 n/a 1,330 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 335B-61 993cc air 10.5 12 belt n/a 64 51.5 79.5 n/a 1,190 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 335B-72 993cc air 10.5 12 belt n/a 75 55 83 n/a 1,280 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 337G5 EFI-61 993cc air 11 13 belt n/a 64 51.5 85 n/a 1,260 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 337G5 EFI-72 993cc air 11 13 belt n/a 75 55 89 n/a 1,340 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 325D-52 898cc liquid 10 12 belt n/a 55 51 80 n/a 1,230 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 325D-61 898cc liquid 10.5 12 belt n/a 64 52.5 82.5 n/a 1,360 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 325D-72 898cc liquid 10.5 12 belt n/a 75 56 86 n/a 1,450 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329-52 962cc liquid 10 12 belt n/a 55 51 81 n/a 1,310 52 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329-61 962cc liquid 10.5 12 belt n/a 64 52.5 82.5 n/a 1,360 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 329-72 962cc liquid 10.5 12 belt n/a 75 56 86 n/a 1,450 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 400D-61 1.3L liquid 11 12 belt n/a 64 54.5 84.5 n/a 1,450 61 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 400D-72 1.3L liquid 11 12 belt n/a 75 58 88 n/a 1,540 72 1.0-5.0
Grasshopper 524V-42 724cc air 8 4 belt 12.5 45 47 59.5 n/a 935 42 2.0-4.5
Grasshopper 526V-52 810cc air 8 4 belt 36 55 47 59.5 n/a 1,025 52 2.0-4.5
Grasshopper 623T w/52 694cc air 8.5 4 PTO 12.5 55 46 100 n/a 1,120 48, 52 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 725KT w/52 747cc air 9 7.2 PTO 12.5 55 51.5 105.5 n/a 1,260 52, 61 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 727T EFI w/61 747cc air 10 7.2 PTO 12.5 64 51.5 107.5 n/a 1,285 52, 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 729BT6 w/61 895cc air 10 7.2 PTO 12.5 64 51.5 107.5 n/a 1,350 52, 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 735BT6 w/72 993cc air 10 7.2 PTO 12.5 75 51.5 117.5 n/a 1,475 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 725DT6 w/61 900cc liquid 10 8 PTO 36 64 51.5 107.5 n/a 1,420 52, 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 729T6 w/61 962cc liquid 10 7.2 PTO 36 64 51.5 107.5 n/a 1,420 52, 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 900D 1.3L 1.3L liquid 11 7.2 PTO 36 75 54.5 120.5 n/a 1,645 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Grasshopper 932 w/72 962cc liquid 11 7.2 PTO 36 75 54.5 120.5 n/a 1,645 61, 72 1.25-5.0
Gravely Pro-Turn 400 27-35 air 13 gasoline 13.4 belt n/a 67.5-87 n/a 80-82 n/a side 1,326-1,453 52-72 1-5.5
Gravely Pro-Turn 200 25-31 air 13 gasoline 13.4 belt n/a 67.5-87 n/a 80-82 n/a side 1,302-1,410 52-72 1.5-5.5
Gravely Pro-Turn 100 22-26 air 10 gasoline 10 belt n/a 62-75 n/a 78.5 n/a side 1,062-1,136 48-60 1.5-5.5
Gravely Pro-Turn ZX 22-23.5 air 8.5 gasoline 5 belt n/a 63-75 n/a 81 n/a side 924-953 48-60 1.5-5

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS

D: deflector; MBTC+BB: manual belt tightener clutch and band brake; PTO: power take-off; VB/EM 200: V-belt/electro-magnetic, 200 lb./ft.   To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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Gravely Pro-Turn Z 26.5 air 8 gasoline 5 belt n/a 67-75 n/a 81 n/a side 932-953 48-60 1.5-5
Gravely Compact-Pro 15.5-19 air 7 gasoline 7.2 belt n/a 48.3-56.9 n/a 75 n/a side 737-789 34-44 1-5
Husqvarna Z448 Kawasaki FS651 22 n/a 8 gasoline 6 belt n/a 53 49 75.5 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 730 48 1.5-4.5 
Husqvarna Z454 Kawasaki FS651 22 n/a 8 gasoline 6 belt n/a 55 49 75.5 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 760 54 1.5-4.5 
Husqvarna Z460 Kawaskai FS691 23 n/a 8 gasoline 6 belt n/a 63.75 49 75.5 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 790 60 1.5-4.5 
Husqvarna Z454X Kawasaki FX691 22 n/a 10 gasoline 6 belt n/a 55 49 75.5 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 770 54 1.5-4.5 
Husqvarna Z460X Kawasaki FX730 23.5 n/a 10 gasoline 6 belt n/a 63.75 49 75.5 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 805 60 1.5-4.5 
Husqvarna Z548 Yamaha MX800 26 n/a 10 gasoline 12 belt n/a 53 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,107 48 1-5
Husqvarna Z554 Yamaha MX800 26 n/a 10 gasoline 12 belt n/a 55 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,131 54 1-5
Husqvarna Z560 Kawasaki FX751 25.5 n/a 10 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,161 60 1-5
Husqvarna Z560 Yamaha MX825 27.5 n/a 10 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,362 60 1-5
Husqvarna Z554X Kawasaki FX751 25.5 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 55 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,330 54 1-5
Husqvarna Z560X Kawasaki FX850 27 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,358 54 1-5
Husqvarna Z560x Kawasaki FX801 25.5 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,358 60 1-5
Husqvarna Z560X Kawasaki FX921 31 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,368 60 1-5
Husqvarna Z560X Yamaha MX800 EFI 31 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.75 50 81 n/a side, mulch/collect optional 1,364 60 1-5
Husqvarna Z572X Kawasaki FX921 31 n/a 12 gasoline 12 belt n/a 75 50 81 n/a side, mulch optional 1,375 72 1-5
Hustler Dash Briggs & Stratton 10.5 air 5 gasoline 2.8 quarts belt 34 37.5 n/a 65.5 n/a side 390 34 1.5-4.5
Hustler Dash Briggs & Stratton 10.5 air 5 gasoline 2.8 quarts belt 35.5 43.25 n/a 65.5 n/a side 400 42 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor Kawasaki FR541 15 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt 38.3 37.3 n/a 73 n/a side 450 36 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor Kawasaki FR600 18 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt 41 44.42 n/a 73 n/a side 479 42 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor Kawasaki FR691 23 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt 41 53.4 n/a 73 n/a side 505 52 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor Limited Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt 41 44.42 n/a 73 n/a side 510 42 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor Limited Kawasaki FR691 23 air 6.5 gasoline 3 belt 45 53.4 n/a 73 n/a side 533 52 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SD Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt 38.3 37.3 n/a 73 n/a side 577 36 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SD Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt 38.3 44.4 n/a 73 n/a side 587 42 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SD Kawasaki FR651 21.5 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt 41 49 n/a 73 n/a side 620 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SD Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt 46 55 n/a 73 n/a side 665 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SD Kawasaki FR730 24 air 7.5 gasoline 3 belt 46 61 n/a 73 n/a side 675 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor FlipUp Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 43.7 48.8 n/a 69.4 n/a side 755 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor FlipUp Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 43.7 54.8 n/a 69.4 n/a side 770 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SDX Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 41 49 n/a 73 n/a side 620 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SDX Kawasaki FR691 23 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 46 55 n/a 73 n/a side 666 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler Raptor SDX Kawasaki FR730 24 air 7 gasoline 3 belt 46 61 n/a 73 n/a side 671 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kawasaki FR691 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 47 49.1 n/a 76 n/a side 835 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kawasaki FR691 RD 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 47 48.85 n/a 76 n/a rear 840 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kawasaki FR691 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 55.1 n/a 76 n/a side 845 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kohler 7500 EFI 27 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 55.1 n/a 76 n/a side 845 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kawasaki FR691 RD 23 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 54.85 n/a 76 n/a rear 860 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kawasaki FR730 24 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 61.1 n/a 76 n/a side 865 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak Kohler 7500 EFI 27 air 8 gasoline 5 belt 52 61.1 n/a 76 n/a side 865 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak SDX Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 47 49.1 n/a 73.6 n/a side 862 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak SDX Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 52 55.1 n/a 74.42 n/a side 891 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler FasTrak SDX Kawasaki FX730 23.5 air 9 gasoline 5 belt 52 61.1 n/a 75.92 n/a side 916 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 51 54.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,240 52 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kohler 824 EFI 29 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 51 54.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,240 52 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kohler Command Pro 25 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 51 54.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,240 52 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX730 23.5 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 62.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,245 60 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 62.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,245 60 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kohler 824 EFI 29 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 62.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,290 60 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kohler Command Pro 25 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 62.4 n/a 80.2 n/a side 1,290 60 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX850 27 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 75.7 n/a 84 n/a side 1,320 72 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kohler 824 EFI 29 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 75.7 n/a 84 n/a side 1,320 72 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX730 RD 23.5 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 51 55.72 n/a 80.2 n/a rear 1,275 54 1-5.5
Hustler X-One Kawasaki FX730 RD 23.5 air 10.5 gasoline 11.7 belt 54.5 61.72 n/a 80.2 n/a rear 1,305 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX850 27 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 60 n/a 89 n/a side 1,420 54 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX850 27 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,451 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,451 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kohler 824 EFI 33 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,463 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX850 RD 27 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 91.5 n/a rear 1,566 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kohler 824 EFI 33 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 72 n/a 91.5 n/a side 1,516 66 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 72 n/a 91.5 n/a side 1,516 66 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a side 1,526 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kohler 824 EFI 33 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a side 1,526 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z Kawasaki FX850 RD 27 air 14 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 73.23 n/a 93 n/a rear 1,626 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block 36 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,536 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,536 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 89 n/a side 1,536 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block EFI RD 37 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 57 66 n/a 91.5 n/a rear 1,606 60 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 72 n/a 91.5 n/a side 1,551 66 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a side 1,596 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block 36 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a side 1,596 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a side 1,596 72 1-5.5
Hustler Super Z HyperDrive Vanguard Big Block EFI RD 37 air 16 gasoline 11.7 belt 60 78 n/a 93 n/a rear 1,676 72 1-5.5
Hustler TrimStar Kawasaki FS541 (ES) 15 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 35 37 n/a 42.55 n/a side 560 36 1.5-4.5
Hustler TrimStar Kawasaki FS600 (ES) 18.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 44 49 n/a 42.55 n/a side 635 48 1.5-4.5
Hustler TrimStar Kawasaki FS600 (ES) 18.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 46 55 n/a 42.55 n/a side 660 54 1.5-4.5
Hustler TrimStar Kawasaki FS651 (ES) 21.5 air 6.3 gasoline 3.4 belt 46 61 n/a 42.55 n/a side 695 60 1.5-4.5
Hustler Super S Kawasaki FS541 15 air 8 gasoline 6.5 belt 36.3 39 n/a 63.5 n/a side 871 36 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super S Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 7.3 belt 44.7 50.4 n/a 64 n/a side 995 48 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super S Kawasaki FX691 22 air 9 gasoline 7.3 belt 49.1 54.4 n/a 64 n/a side 1,055 52 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super S Kawasaki FX730 23.5 air 9 gasoline 7.3 belt 49.1 62.4 n/a 66.5 n/a side 1,065 60 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super S Kohler Command Pro EFI 23 air 9 gasoline 7.3 belt 49.1 54.4 n/a 64 n/a side 1,055 52 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super S Kohler Command Pro EFI 25 air 9 gasoline 7.3 belt 49.1 62.4 n/a 66.5 n/a side 1,065 60 1.5-5.5
Hustler Super 88 Vanguard Big Block 36 air 10 gasoline 13.9 belt 57 91.1 n/a 84 n/a rear 2,057 88 2-5.5
Hustler Super 88 Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 10 gasoline 13.9 belt 57 91.1 n/a 84 n/a rear 2,057 88 2-5.5
Hustler Super 104 Vanguard Big Block 36 air 11 gasoline 12 belt 60.3 106.1 n/a 95.5 n/a rear 2,500 104 1-5.5
Hustler Super 104 Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 11 gasoline 12 belt 60.3 106.1 n/a 95.5 n/a rear 2,500 104 1-5.5
Hustler Super 104 Kawasaki FX1000 35 air 11 gasoline 12 belt 60.3 106.1 n/a 95.5 n/a rear 2,500 104 1-5.5
Hustler Z Diesel Shibaura 25 liquid 11.5 diesel 14.4 belt 56 66 n/a 86.8 n/a side 1,656 60 1-5.5
Hustler Z Diesel Shibaura RD 25 liquid 11.5 diesel 14.4 belt 56 66 n/a 86.8 n/a rear 1,766 60 1-5.5

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS

D: deflector; MBTC+BB: manual belt tightener clutch and band brake; PTO: power take-off; VB/EM 200: V-belt/electro-magnetic, 200 lb./ft.   To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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Hustler Z Diesel Shibaura 25 liquid 11.5 diesel 14.4 belt 56 78 n/a 90.4 n/a side 1,711 72 1-5.5
Hustler Z Diesel Shibaura RD 25 liquid 11.5 diesel 14.4 belt 56 78 n/a 90.4 n/a rear 1,816 72 1-5.5
Jacobsen ZT400 2248KW 22 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,104 48 1-5
Jacobsen ZT400 2454KW 24 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,114 54 1-5
Jacobsen ZT400 2460KW 24 air 9 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,121 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT600 2248KW 22 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,116 48 1.5-4.5
Jacobsen ZT600 2548KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 49.2 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,121 48 1-5
Jacobsen ZT600 2454KW 24 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,132 54 1-5
Jacobsen ZT600 2554KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 55.4 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,138 54 1-5
Jacobsen ZT600 2460KW 24 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,140 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT600 2560KOE 25 air 10 6.8 belt n/a 61.9 n/a 81.3 n/a 1,144 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT900 2754KOE 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 59.6 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,317 54 1-5
Jacobsen ZT900 2754KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 59.6 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,306 54 1-5
Jacobsen ZT900 2760KOE 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,333 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT900 2760KW 27 air 12 8 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 88.5 n/a 1,322 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3160KOE 31 air 14 10 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,378 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3160KW 31 air 14 10 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,386 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3366KOE 33 air 14 10 belt n/a 72.5 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,403 66 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3566KW 35 air 14 10 belt n/a 72.5 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,409 66 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3372KOE 33 air 14 10 belt n/a 78.7 n/a 89 n/a 1,442 72 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 3572KW 35 air 14 10 belt n/a 78.7 n/a 89 n/a 1,426 72 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 2960KOEP 29 air 14 7 belt n/a 66.1 n/a 87.1 n/a 1,334 60 1-5
Jacobsen ZT1000 2972KOEP 29 air 14 7 belt n/a 78.7 n/a 89 n/a 1,408 72 1-5
John Deere Z915E ZTrak 25 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 200 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,100-1,178 48-60 1-5.5
John Deere Z920M 23.5 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 200 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,220-1,283 48-60 1-5.5
John Deere Z925M EFI 25 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,198-1,291 54-60 1-5.5
John Deere Z930M 25.5 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,275-1,365 54-60 1-5.5
John Deere Z945M EFI 27 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,275-1,365 60 1-5.5
John Deere Z950M 27 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,275-1,365 60-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z955M EFI 29 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,275-1,365 60-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z960M 31 air 10 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,252-1,340 60-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z930R 25.5 air 12 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,273-1,310 54-60 1-5.5
John Deere Z950R 27 air 12 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,292-1,340 60-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z955R EFI 29 air 12 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,275-1,365 60 1-5.5
John Deere Z970R 35 air 12 11.5 VB/EM 225 n/a n/a n/a 84 n/a 1,336-1,345 60-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z994R Diesel 24.7 liquid 10.5 11.5 VB/EC 12 68-74 n/a 88.6 n/a 1,660-1,760 54-72 1-5.5
John Deere Z997R Diesel 37.4 liquid 11.5 12 WDC/HC n/a n/a n/a 60-96 n/a 1,774-1,841 60-72 1.5-5
Lastec WZ1000 platform 49 liquid 10 diesel 17 belt 71 138 54 92 4.5 side/mulch/rear 3,150 120 1-4.5
Lastec WZ800 platform 37 liquid 10 diesel 17 belt 71 119 54 92 4.5 side/mulch/rear TBD 100 1-4.5
Lastec WZ600 platform 37 liquid 10 diesel 17 belt 71 98 54 92 4.5 side/mulch/rear TBD 80 1-4.5
Lastec WZ400 platform 24.8 liquid 10 diesel 12 belt 58 86 50 85 6 side/mulch 1,652 73 1.5-4.5
Lastec WZ400 platform 24.8 liquid 10 diesel 12 belt 58 74 50 85 6 side/mulch 1,513 61 1.5-4.5
Lastec WZ400 platform 38 air 10 gasoline 12 belt 58 86 50 85 6 side/mulch 1,598 73 1.5-4.5
Lastec WZ400 platform 27 air 10 gasoline 12 belt 58 74 50 85 6 side/mulch 1,459 61 1.5-4.5
Scag Turf Tiger II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block 31 air 12 gasoline 12 PTO 51 64.5 n/a 83 n/a side 1,418 52 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block 31 air 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 88 n/a side 1,538 61 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Kawasaki DFI 31 liquid 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 88 n/a side 1,496 61 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block 35 air 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 88 n/a side 1,519 61 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 88 n/a side 1,519 61 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Kawasaki DFI 31 liquid 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 83 n/a 92 n/a side 1,556 72 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 12 gasoline 12 PTO 56 83 n/a 92 n/a side 1,556 72 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II Kubota Diesel 25 liquid 12 diesel 11 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 87.5 n/a side 1,709 61 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II Kubota Diesel 25 liquid 12 diesel 11 PTO 56 83 n/a 90 n/a side 1,739 72 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II Propane – Kohler LP EFI 25 liquid 12 propane 11 PTO 51 64.5 n/a 83 n/a side 1,486 52 1-6
Scag Turf Tiger II Propane – Kohler LP EFI 25 liquid 12 propane 11 PTO 56 73.5 n/a 88 n/a side 1,606 61 1-6
Scag Cheetah II – Kawasaki FX 31 air 16, 12 gasoline 15 belt 55.25 73.5 n/a 85.5 n/a side 1,377 61 1.25-5
Scag Cheetah II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 16, 12 gasoline 15 belt 55.25 73.5 n/a 85.5 n/a side 1,364 61 1.25-5
Scag Cheetah II – Kawasaki FX Rear Discharge 31 air 16, 12 gasoline 15 belt 55.25 63.5 n/a 85.5 n/a rear 1,377 61 1.25-5
Scag Cheetah II – Kawasaki FX 31 air 16, 12 gasoline 15 belt 55.25 83 n/a 91 n/a side 1,412 72 1.25-5
Scag Cheetah II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 air 16, 12 gasoline 16 belt 55.25 83 n/a 92 n/a side 1,399 72 1.25-6
Scag Tiger Cat II – Kawasaki FX 22 air 12 gasoline 9.5 belt 47 60.5 n/a 81 n/a side 1,160 48 1-5
Scag Tiger Cat II – Kohler Command EFI 25 air 12 gasoline 9.5 belt 48.75 64.5 n/a 81.5 n/a side 1,180 52 1-5
Scag Tiger Cat II – Kawasaki FT EFI 26 air 12 gasoline 9.5 belt 48.75 64.5 n/a 81.5 n/a side 1,175 52 1-5
Scag Tiger Cat II – Kawasaki FT EFI 26 air 12 gasoline 9.5 belt 51.5 73.5 n/a 85.5 n/a side 1,257 61 1-5
Scag Tiger Cat II –  Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 32 air 12 gasoline 9.5 belt 51.5 73.5 n/a 85.5 n/a side 1,277 61 1-5
Scag Patriot – Kawasaki FX 22 air 10 gasoline 6.5 belt 47.5 64.5 n/a 73 n/a side 840 52 1-4.5
Scag Patriot – Kohler Command Pro 23 air 10 gasoline 6.5 belt 47.5 64.5 n/a 73 n/a side 911 52 1-4.5
Scag Patriot – Kawasaki FX 23 air 8.5 gasoline 6.5 belt 50.5 73.5 n/a 79 n/a side 900 61 1-4.5
Scag Patriot – Kohler Command Pro 25 air 8.5 gasoline 6.5 belt 50.5 73.5 n/a 79 n/a side 956 61 1-4.5
Scag Freedom Z – Kohler 7000 Series 22 air 8 gasoline 6.5 belt 47.5 60.5 n/a 73 n/a side 745 48 1-4.5
Scag Freedom Z – Kohler 7000 Series 24 air 8 gasoline 6.5 belt 47.5 64.5 n/a 73 n/a side 765 52 1-4.5
Snapper Pro S40 Series 28 air 10 8 electric n/a 65, 77 n/a 67, 72 n/a 921, 998 52-61 1.5-4.5
Snapper Pro S50xt Series 19-25 air 8 4, 8 electric 36.5-n/a 52,64 n/a 69 n/a 688-724 36-48 1.5-4.5
Snapper Pro S120xt Series 24-25 air 10 5.5 electric 51-53 67.5, 77 n/a 81 n/a 1,059, 1,113 52-61 1.5-5
Snapper Pro S200xt Series 26-37 air 10 11 electric 57.25-n/a 76 n/a 79 n/a 1,190 61-72 1.5-6
Toro Titan HD 2000 Series Kohler 74463 25 air 9 gasoline 7 belt n/a 63.25-75.25 n/a 82-84.25 n/a side 870-1,012 48-60 1.5-5
Toro Titan HD 2000 Series Toro V-Twin (74465, 74466, 74467) 24.5 air 9 gasoline 7 belt n/a 63.25-75.25 n/a 82-84.25 n/a side 870-1,012 48-60 1.5-5
Toro Titan HD 2500 Series Kawasaki 20.5-23.5 air 10 gasoline 7 belt n/a 63.25-75.25 n/a 82-83 n/a side 937-1,006 48-60 1.5-5
Toro Z Master 3000 Series Kohler 25 air 8.5 gasoline 8 belt n/a 67.6 n/a 79.2 n/a side 1,085 48-72 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 3000 Series Kawasaki 25.5 air 10 gasoline 8 belt n/a 75.7 n/a 83.1 n/a side 1,165 48-60 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 5000 Series Kohler EFI 23-26.5 air 10 gasoline, propane 12 belt n/a 63.6-78.3 n/a 79.2-83 n/a side, rear 1,120-1,335 48-72 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 6000 Series Kawasaki (CARB) 23.5 air 10-11.5 gasoline 12 belt n/a 63.6-87.6 n/a 79.2-86.1 n/a side 1,160-1,334 60-72 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 6000 Series Kohler EFI 26.5-34 air 11.5 gasoline 12 belt n/a 75.7-87.6 n/a 83.1-86.1 n/a side 1,254-1,369 60-72 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 7000 Kubota 25 liquid 11.2 diesel 12 belt n/a 68-88 n/a 79.5-84.5 n/a side 1,443-1,543 52-72 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 7500-D Yanmar 25-37 liquid 12.5 diesel 12.5 belt n/a 75.7-87.6 n/a 96.6-100.68 n/a side, rear 2,055-2,650 60-96 1-5.5
Toro Z Master 8000 Series Direct Collect Z 20-25 air 7 gasoline 7.5 belt n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a direct collect 1,140 42-48 1.5-5
Walker R21 21 air 6 gasoline 3 electric clutch n/a 49 39 93 n/a side 575 42-48 1-4
Walker S14i 14 air 6.5 EFI 1.9 MBTC+BB n/a 43.25 42.25 87 n/a side, mulch, collection 767 36-42 1-4
Walker S18 18 air 7.4 gasoline 4 MBTC+BB n/a 49 42.25 89.25 n/a side, mulch, collection 827 36-48 1-4
Walker C19/C19i 19 air 6.5 gasoline/EFI 4 MBTC+BB n/a 43.25 41 89.25 n/a side, mulch, collection 925-930 36-62 1-4
Walker T23/T27i 23-27 air 6.5 gasoline/EFI 4.7 MBTC+BB n/a 49 41 93 n/a side, mulch, collection 1,006-1,009 36-74 1-4

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS

D: deflector; MBTC+BB: manual belt tightener clutch and band brake; PTO: power take-off; VB/EM 200: V-belt/electro-magnetic, 200 lb./ft.   To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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2020 ZERO-TURN MOWER COMPARISON CHART – RIDER MODELS
Model Horsepower Cooling Forward 

speed 
(mph)

Fuel type 
options

Fuel 
capacity 
(gal)

Deck drive – 
belt/shaft

Width at 
rear wheels 
(in.)

Total width 
(in.) (chute 
up)

Wheel 
base 
(in.)

Overall 
length (in.)

Curb 
clearance 
(in.)

Deck discharge options Unit weight 
(lbs)

Width of cut 
(in.)

Height of 
cut (in.)

Walker D21d 21 liquid 6.5 diesel 4.7 MBTC+BB n/a 49 41 93 n/a side, mulch, collection 1,178 36-74 1-4
Walker B18/B19 18-19 air 8 gasoline 4 MBTC+BB n/a 49 42.25 90.75 n/a side, mulch 789-790 36-62 1-4
Walker B23i/B25p 23-25 air 8 EFI/propane 4-7.9 MBTC+BB n/a 49 42.25 90.75 n/a side, mulch 797-829 36-74 1-4
Walker B27i 27 air 9 EFI 4 electric clutch n/a 49 42.25 90.75 n/a side, mulch 819 36-74 1-5
Walker H24d/H27i/H37i/H38i 23.4-38 liquid/air 10 diesel/gasoline/EFI 9.4 MBTC+BB n/a 66 46.375 107 n/a side, mulch, rear 1,185-1,434 52-74 1-5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ46XS20BS 20 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 55 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 544 46 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ46XS22KW 21.5 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 55 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 544 46 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ50XL26BS 26 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 59 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 590 50 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ50XL24KW 23 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 59 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 590 50 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ60XL26BS 26 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 68.5 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 637 60 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Viper WYRZ60XL24KW 23 air 7 4 belt, PTO 33.8 68.5 w/D 44 72 3.5 side 637 60 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Gater WYZ34FS600V 18 air 8 6 belt, PTO 33.5 45 w/D 43 73 4.125 side 770 34 1-4.5
Worldlawn Diamondback WYDB48FR691V32 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 47 60 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 920 48 1.5-4.75
Worldlawn Diamondback WYDB52FR691V32 23 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 65.5 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 950 52 1.5-4.75
Worldlawn Diamondback WYDB60FR730V32 24 air 9 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 73 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 1,020 60 1.5-4.75
Worldlawn Diamondback XE WYDB52FX691V34E 22 air 10 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 65.5 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 950 52 1.5-4.75
Worldlawn Diamondback XE WYDB60FX730V34E 23.5 air 10 9.5 belt, PTO 49.5 73 w/D 50.5 77.4 6.375 side 1,020 60 1.5-4.75
Worldlawn Cobra WYZ4824KWH 22 air 10 10 belt, PTO 39 60 w/D 48.6 63 6.375 side 1,026 48 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Cobra WYZ5224KWH 22 air 10 10 belt, PTO 39 65 w/D 48.6 63 6.375 side 1,059 52 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Cobra WYZ5227KWH 24.5 air 10 10 belt, PTO 39 65 w/D 48.6 63 6.375 side 1,056 52 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn Cobra WYZ6027KWH 24.5 air 10 10 belt, PTO 39 73 w/D 48.6 63 6.375 side 1,105 60 1.5-4.5
Worldlawn King Cobra WYK52FX801V5 25.5 air 12 14 belt, PTO 47 65 w/D 50.5 78 5 side 1,050 52 1-5.25
Worldlawn King Cobra WYK60FX850V5X 27 air 12 14 belt, PTO 50 73 w/D 54.5 79 5 side 1,110 60 1-5.25
Worldlawn King Cobra WYK60FX921V5S 31 air 12 14 belt, PTO 50 73 w/D 54.5 79 5 side 1,110 60 1-5.25
Worldlawn Python WYP72FX1000V5 35 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 side 1,550 72 1.5-5.5
Worldlawn Python WYP72MX825EV5 34 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 side 1,550 72 1.5-5.5
Worldlawn Python WYP72MX825EV5RD 34 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 rear 1,570 72 1.5-5.5
Worldlawn Python WYP72BSV37EV5RD 37 air 12 14 belt, PTO 63 86 w/D 61 91 6.5 rear 1,570 72 1.5-5.5
Wright Z (with ROPS) 52 27 air 13 13.5 belt n/a 53 n/a 78 n/a 1,213 52 1.5-5.5
Wright Z (with ROPS) 61 27 air 13 13.5 belt n/a 62 n/a 78 n/a 1,235 61 1.5-5.5
Wright ZTO (with ROPS) 48 23.5 air 10.5 13.5 belt n/a 49 n/a 78 n/a 1,080 48 1.5-5.5
Wright ZTO (with ROPS) 52 23.5 air 10.5 13.5 belt n/a 53 n/a 78 n/a 1,102 52 1.5-5.5
Wright ZTO (with ROPS) 61 23.5 air 10.5 13.5 belt n/a 62 n/a 78 n/a 1,157 61 1.5-5.5

2020 ZERO-TURN MOWER COMPARISON CHART – STANDER MODELS
Model Horsepower Width of cut (in.) Height of cut (in.) Forward speed (mph) Cooling Fuel capacity (gal) Overall length (in.)
BOB-CAT QuickCat 4000 19-26 36-61 1.5-4.5 9-10.5 air 5.1-6.5 64-68
Dixie Chopper Stryker 2548KWE 25 48 1.5-5 3.1 air 6 70.5
Dixie Chopper Stryker 2548KWE 25 54 1.5-5 3.5 air 6 70.5
Encore Rage ER32FS600VL 18 32 1.5-5 8 air 4.5 67.5
Encore Rage ER36FS600VL 18 36 1.5-5 8 air 4.5 67.5
Encore Rage ER48FX730VX 23.5 48 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Encore Rage ER52FX730VX 23.5 52 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Encore Rage ER60FX730VX 23.5 60 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Exmark Staris E-Series n/a 32-44 1.5-5 8 air 5 58.1-61.7
Exmark Staris S-Series n/a 48-60 1.5-5 10 air 10 69.3-70.5
Ferris SRS Z1 19-23 36, 48 1.75-4.5 0-8 air 6 63.75, 65
Ferris SRS Z2 25.5-28 52, 61 1.75-5 0-10 air 8 67, 72.75
Ferris SRS Z3 29.5-37 52, 61, 72 1.75-5 0-12 air 11 69, 73.75
Snapper Pro SS100 19-23 36, 48 1.75-4.5 0-8 air 6 63.75, 65
Snapper Pro SS200 25.5-28 52, 61 1.75-5 0-10 air 8 67, 72.75
Pro-Stance 18.5-25.5 32-60 1.5-5.5 9 air 6.9 60
Jacobsen Pro Series SZT 2548 25 48 1.5-5 8 air 6 79
Scag V-Ride II – Kawasaki FX 16 32 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 5 65.25
Scag V-Ride II – Kawasaki FX 19 36 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 6.75 65.25
Scag V-Ride II – Kawasaki FX 22 48 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 67.5
Scag V-Ride II – Kawasaki FX 23 52 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 69.5
Scag V-Ride II – Kohler Command Pro EFI 25 52 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 69.5
Scag V-Ride II – Kawasaki FX 25 61 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 72.75
Scag V-Ride II – Kohler Command Pro EFI 29 61 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 72.75
Scag V-Ride II – Briggs Vanguard Big Block EFI 37 61 1.5-4.5 8.5 air 8 72.75
Snapper Pro SS100 19-23 36, 48 1.75-4.5 0-8 air 6 63.75, 65
Snapper Pro SS200 25.5-28 52, 61 1.75-5 0-10 air 8 67, 72.75
Toro GrandStand 74534 15 36 1-5 8 air 7.8 74
Toro GrandStand 74536 15 40 1-5 8 air 7.8 70
Toro GrandStand 74504 (79504 CARB) 22 48 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Toro GrandStand 74505 (79505 CARB) 22 52 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Toro GrandStand 74518 (79518 CARB) 23 48 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Toro GrandStand 74519 25 52 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Toro GrandStand 74513 25 60 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 79
Toro GrandStand Multi Force 74523 26.5 60 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 79
Toro GrandStand Multi Force 74529 26.5 52 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Toro GrandStand Multi Force 74527 (snow-only) 26.5 n/a 1.5-5 10 air 10.5 75
Worldlawn Venom WYS32FS600VL 18 32 1.5-5 8 air 4.5 67.5
Worldlawn Venom WYS36FS600VL 18 36 1.5-5 8 air 4.5 67.5
Worldlawn Venom WYS48FX730VX 23.5 48 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Worldlawn Venom WYS52FX730VX 23.5 52 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Worldlawn Venom WYS60FX730VX 23.5 60 1.5-5 10.5 air 8 74
Wright WSB48/52 22 48, 52 2-5 7 air 5 65.75, 65.75
Wright WSB32/36 18.5 32, 36 2-5 7 air 5 66.5
Wright WS32/36 15, 18.5 32, 36 1.75-4.5 7.5 air 5.5 66.5
Wright WS48 23.5 48 1.25-5 9.5 air 5.5 59.25
Wright WS52 23.5 52 1.25-5 9.5 air 5.5 59.87
Wright WS61 23.5 61 1.25-5 9.5 air 5.5 62.5
Wright WSTN36/42/48 19, 23.5 36, 42, 48 1-5 8.2 air 5.5 62, 70, 59.75
Wright WSPN36 19 36 1-5 8.2 air 5.5 65.5
Wright WSTX48/52/61 23.5, 26.5, 28 48, 52, 61 1.5-5.5 9.5 air 8 65, 66, 67
Wright WSPX48/52/61 23.5 48, 52, 62 1.5-5.5 9.5 air 8 65, 66, 67
Wright WSZK52/61/72 27, 37 52, 61, 72 1.5-5.5 12.5 air 15.5 67, 69.50, 72

MOWER COMPARISON CHARTS

D: deflector; MBTC+BB: manual belt tightener clutch and band brake; PTO: power take-off; VB/EM 200: V-belt/electro-magnetic, 200 lb./ft.   To download a copy of these comparison charts, go to www.igin.com/2020-mower-comparison-charts.
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IRRIGATION

Most everyone has had an experience 
with deja vu, the feeling that what’s 
happening at that moment has hap-
pened before, in the very same fashion. 

If you find that sort of thing en-
joyable, consider a career in troubleshooting irri-
gation systems. You’ll see the same issues coming 
up again and again but without any quasi-mystical 
underpinnings.

We asked some pros with decades of trouble-
shooting under their belts about their deja vu expe-
riences. Here are their top five.

Issue 
#1

Faulty wiring or connectors
Of all the things that can go wrong with 
an irrigation system, electrical prob-
lems rank first. “Wiring connections 

cause roughly 70% of all the failures we have in the 
field,” says Craig S. Borland, CIC, CID, CIT, CLIA, 
CLWM, senior customer resource specialist at The 
Toro Company’s irrigation and lighting division in 
Riverside, California. 

Borland says it’s common to see connections 
made using standard wire nuts not intended for ir-
rigation use. These nuts are made of two different 
metals. When wet, these metals react with each 
other and corrosion results. This happens frequently, 

The irrigation 
troubleshooter’s

top 5
Irrigation experts show how they manage 
some of the most common service call issues.

even though every manufacturer specifies that only 
waterproof PBY wire connectors should be used. 

“We find a lot of standard wire nuts or cheap, 
gel-filled wire nuts used to make connections in-
side valve boxes that are in wet and moist envi-
ronments,” says Eric Santos, CIT, CLIA, CGIA, 
CLWM, CIC, CAIS, CID, vice president of irri-
gation services at BrightView Landscape Mainte-
nance. “Sometimes these gel connectors are reused, 
but they shouldn’t be. Once removed, they should 
go straight into the trash.”

There’s a big difference between connectors that 
are merely water-resistant and connectors that are 
truly waterproof, and the two types shouldn’t be 
confused, says Brent Mecham, CAIS, CIC, CID, 
CLIA, CLWM, industry development director 
for the Irrigation Association, Fairfax, Virginia. 
“Water-resistant connectors are fine in places like 
California, where valve boxes are above ground, but 
not when valve boxes will be submerged in water,” 
he says. “They’ll corrode and cause an intermittent 
connection, so that the system will sometimes work 
and sometimes not work,” making a diagnosis even 
more difficult.

The wires themselves can also be the source of a 
problem. “Say a wire wasn’t long enough to go from 
valve box to valve box, so the installer made a splice 

BY Mary Elizabeth Williams-Villano



Faulty wiring is one of the most common causes of 
problems with irrigation systems. Wiring equipment 
not intended for irrigation is used and ends up cor-
roding, or a poor splice can lead to a bad connection. 
Photo: Shady Tree Landscaping
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connection in the middle,” says Peter Roberto, ir-
rigation division and human resources manager at 
Shady Tree Landscaping, Norwood, Massachusetts, 
and president of the Irrigation Association of New 
England. “Then that bad connection is often buried 
and can only be found with a ground fault detector.”

When moisture penetrates that connection, you 
can get an open circuit, says Santos. “The water and 
moisture will start to wick between the conductor 
and the insulation of the wire, which leads to corro-
sion and can even impact the solenoids.”

Electrical problems get even hairier in the two-
wire world, according to Santos. “Conventional irri-
gation systems are very forgiving to poor installation 
and can work fine for many years, but issues with 
a poorly installed two-wire system show up right 
away,” he says. “Whenever anyone takes over the 
maintenance of a two-wire system, I recommend 
inspecting it with a fine-toothed comb.”

Every two-wire manufacturer has different spec-
ifications as to the type of connectors, wire and 
grounding rods or plates you’re supposed to use. “A 
brand-new two-wire system can work perfectly fine 
one day, but if the grounding specs weren’t followed, 
one day you’ll find that 30 decoders are no longer 
working due to an electrical surge,” Santos says. 

Issue 
#2  Inadequate water pressure

Service calls about sprinkler heads that 
aren’t working properly are often caused 
by low water pressure. Bryan Wynen, 

CIC, CLIA, CLWM, owner and president of both 
Wissco Irrigation and Springwise Irrigation, South 
Bend, Indiana, says he sees this a lot. “When a sprin-

kler or well system is first installed, it will usually 
have plenty of pressure. But a lot of our city water 
mains are metal, from the ’50s and ’60s and earlier. 
Mineral deposits build up inside, and the pressure 
starts to drop.”

Reduced pressure can also be caused by worn-out 
pumps or additional development in the area since the 
irrigation system was installed. Sometimes low pres-
sure can be compensated for by changing the heads or 
nozzle sizes or switching to high-efficiency nozzles. If 
that doesn’t work, a pump may need to be added.

Issue 
#3  Poor workmanship 

Sometimes a system is rife with prob-
lems because it wasn’t installed correct-
ly in the first place. Todd Magatagan, 

CAIS, CGIA, CIC, CID, CLIA, CLWM, owner of 
Around the Grounds, Longview, Texas, and his techs 
have run into everything from poor basic pipefitting 
and wire splicing to what Magatagan calls horrific 
hydraulic piping done with incorrect knowledge of 
proper irrigation design or the hydraulics involved. 

“We regularly have to fix basic plumbing issues 
because someone didn’t put pipe into a fitting square-
ly,” he says, and offers an example. “For instance, we’ll 
have a 90-degree elbow, but the pipe coming into it 
is at 60 degrees — so hardly any of the pipe is glued 
in. That pipe will have constant outward pressure on 
it to pull out the entire time it’s left like that.”

Issue 
#4  Hardscape barriers

Wynen says he and his crews are often 
called out to both residential and com-
mercial sites where an addition has just 

been built, and suddenly the sprinklers don’t work. 
Too often, new construction creates hard barriers 
because whoever built the addition completely dis-
regarded the sprinkler system, often cutting pipes or 
blocking them.

“We’ve seen hundreds of buildings that had really 
nice, well-installed irrigation systems that are no lon-
ger functional or are only partially functional due to 
expansion of the property,” says Wynen.

In some cases, parking lot islands have been re-
moved because delivery trucks couldn’t make the 
corners. “An irrigation pipe supplying a parking is-
land may be a sub, but it could also be a main line. At 
any rate, they’ll dig it out and put pavement over it, 
and now the trucks can make the corner — but the 
pipe is still broken under there and can’t be accessed 
for repair.” 

If that broken pipe still has water flow, a sinkhole 
will be created, Wynen says. “Typically, the pipe will 
be leaking, and that necessitates going back to the 
last point of water pressure and capping it.” Doing 
that risks turning off the irrigation to the islands 
that are still there, placing them at risk of not getting 
watered.

Conventional 
irrigation 
systems are 
very forgiving 
to poor 
installation 
and can work 
fine for many 
years, but 
issues with 
a poorly 
installed two-
wire system 
show up right 
away.”
— Eric Santos, 
BrightView 
Landscape 
Maintenance

A poorly executed electrical 
connection, showing both the 
wrong type of wire being used 
along with too much electrical 
tape. Photo: The Toro Company
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“We have many retail clients who’ve 
added onto their properties, but the irri-
gation wasn’t properly extended,” Wyn-
en says. “Sometimes the system becomes 
impossible to operate again and has to be 
replaced.” Replacement is the cheaper op-
tion versus spending thousands to snake 
pipes under walkways or around new 
buildings. 

Issue 
#5  Poor coverage and 

incorrect scheduling 
Service calls often happen be-
cause of dead, wet or brown 

spots in a lawn or landscape, the result of 
poor coverage. A lawnmower may have 
broken a sprinkler head or lateral, or even 
main lines could be leaking. Things like 
broken, clogged or out-of-adjustment 
sprinkler heads and nozzles should be de-
tected and corrected as a part of routine 
sprinkler maintenance. 

A property owner may think there’s a 
broken sprinkler head or a wiring problem 
when there is none. John Newlin, CIC, 
CIT, CLIA, owner of Quality Services, 
North Ridgeville, Ohio, says the real rea-
son for poor coverage is landscape plant-
ings that have matured. The system was 
fine when it was first installed — but the 
funny thing about plants is, they tend to 
grow, and if sprinkler heads haven’t been 
moved or added in a long time, vegetation 
can block them or shade once-sunny areas. 
Or, a property owner may have added new 
plants but failed to have the irrigation sys-
tem adjusted accordingly.

Bad coverage can also result from a 
poor initial system design, such as mixing 
sprays and rotors. Water pressure may also 
be too high or too low; this can be com-
pensated for by using pressure-regulated 
valves or heads. 

An audit may be called for, says Newlin. 
It will reveal that some heads should be 
moved, raised or straightened. Entire zones 
may need redesigning.

Many service calls happen when a 
property owner notices runoff. This is 
usually the result of incorrect, inefficient 
scheduling — or the lack of a rain sensor, 
which Newlin says is “a must.” The soil 
type may respond better to a cycle-and-

soak schedule, watering for shorter periods 
of time more frequently so water can seep 
into the ground. 

Underwatering is usually due to a con-
troller needing adjustment for the warmer 

season. When the problem is either under- 
or overwatering, Newlin says that gives you 
a good opening to talk to the client about 
adding a smart controller, which would 
provide a solution to both problems and 
prevent others.  

The author is senior editor of Irrigation & Green 
Industry and can be reached at maryvillano@ 
igin.com. 

We regularly have to fix basic plumbing issues because 
someone didn’t put pipe into a fitting squarely.”
— Todd Magatagan, Around the Grounds
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I
f you’re like a lot of landscape and irrigation contractors, 
you might be looking for new income streams. There are 
many different add-on business ideas that you can consid-
er for your company. Often, what makes the most sense 
for landscape and irrigation contractors is to take the path 
of least resistance by delving into a service that is already 

needed among their existing client base. Since finding clients 
is typically the most time-consuming and expensive endeavor 
when adding a new service, this makes it practical to choose a 
service that is in demand. 

For Krisjan Berzins, owner of Kingstowne Lawn & Land-
scape in Alexandria, Virginia, clients were specifically request-
ing pest control services and preferred to receive treatments 
such as mosquito control or perimeter pest control from a 
company they already knew and trusted. Berzins says he start-
ed out slowly, not investing a lot into hiring or marketing to 
new customers. Instead, he cross-trained some of his current 
employees and worked with existing clientele. His lawn care 
and plant health care technicians already had a skill set that 
transitioned nicely into performing pest control. 

As the service grew, Berzins ultimately created Kingstowne 
Pest Defense, a separate entity, as he found homeowners con-
sider pest services quite differently. 

“From a marketing perspective, I found that customers re-
ally do look at lawn care and landscaping as largely separate 
from pest control, despite how much internal crossover there 
is,” Berzins explains. “I also didn’t want to be mistakenly per-
ceived as a jack-of-all-trades but instead wanted to be able to 
position ourselves as true experts in each area, individually.” 

Berzins says the alignment of a strong customer base that 
already trusted his company, as well as significant demand, has 
made this add-on work and eventually become its own busi-
ness. But he advises that any company who is considering new 
services takes the time to analyze that need before diving in.

Need has also driven the success of adding a rainwater har-
vesting service to Marrazzo’s North River, a Wycombe, Penn-
sylvania-based landscape company. Owner Diane Marrazzo 
says she added the service in 2009 primarily as the result of 
water restrictions that were frequently placed on the region. 
Initially, these restrictions felt like a setback for the landscap-
ing company, as any newly installed landscape is going to have 
significant watering needs. But installing rainwater harvesting 
systems became a natural addition that could also solve their 
water shortage concerns.

“Water restrictions might have caused us to postpone or 
even lose a job in the past,” she recalls. “But now we talk to 
our clients about storing rainwater for their watering needs—
something that can ultimately save them money since rainwa-
ter is free, and irrigating a new landscape can start to add up.”  

The company installs AquaBlox rainwater storage tanks 
which are manufactured by Aquascape, says Marrazzo. The 
system captures water from rooftops, filters and stores it. It 
can then be pumped and used as needed. It primarily took 
an investment of time to get a good grasp on how to in-
stall these systems, and attending a training seminar helped 
tremendously. 

“Like anything, there’s a learning curve, but this is ulti-
mately a win-win service for landscape businesses,” she says.

Find out what you need to know when planning a new add-on service.

NEWTRY SOMETHING
BY Lindsey Getz
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Kingstowne Lawn & Landscape added 
pest control to its standard services 
after repeated requests from its existing 
client base. The service grew so much 
that owner Krisjan Berzins eventually 
split it into a separate entity. Photo: 
Kingstowne Pest Defense
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Noticing opportunity
Not all services are going to be specifically requested. 
Sometimes, clients don’t even recognize the services 
that they might benefit from. That was the case for 
Chris Speen, general manager of Twin Oaks Land-
scape in Ann Arbor, Michigan, who was already 
working with a lot of HOAs that had stormwater 
management needs, even if they didn’t realize it. He 
found that “getting started” often meant educating 
HOAs on the value of maintaining their retention or 
detention ponds over time in order to prevent long-
term problems that could become extremely costly.

With much of the equipment needed to add this 
service already on-hand, such as machines like a mini 
skid-steer loader and compact excavator, Speen’s big-
gest challenge was finding a civil engineer to part-
ner with. An engineer is often necessary to complete 
drawings or put their stamp on official plans. 

“You can rent the equipment if you don’t have it, 
but building a good working relationship with a local 
civil engineer is going to be the most important step 
you take,” says Speen. “Today, we have a great rela-
tionship with three different firms.”

Under the stormwater management umbrella are 
a number of different services, including maintaining 
retention and detention ponds and performing var-
ious drainage work. Sometimes the team is cutting 
down foliage and sometimes they’re spraying prod-
ucts, which requires an applicator’s license. Other 
times they’re dealing with invasive species that re-
quires a specialized approach. The work can be var-
ied, and there’s a learning curve to get into it — but 
once you do, it can be a profitable, ongoing service.

The size and scale of jobs can vary dramatically, 
as can the payment structure. While Speen has one 
HOA that prefers an annual $30,000 payment, others 
budget for the service monthly. He likens it to billing 
for snow removal work. While a downside can be the 
amount of time that’s needed to get this service up 
and running, he says it definitely has a long-term pay-
off. Today, he can afford to be selective with work and 
will only take on 36-month contracts.

“We’re at a point where we want the business, but 
we don’t need it,” says Speen. “That’s come a long 
way from having to take all the work we could get in 
order to get this service up and running.” 

Matching skills
As new services are considered, skill set is obviously 
an important factor. You’ll need to consider what the 
learning curve will be for your employees — but also 
whether it’s a service that can even be taught. Ser-
vices such as outdoor lighting, holiday lighting and 
water features require an artistic eye for design that 
most people either do or do not have. 

That was what Chase Coates, owner of Outback 
Landscape in Idaho Falls, Idaho, found when he got 
into doing water features. Though it was a service he 
offered from the early days of his business, he found 
that as his business grew and he had an increasing 
number of projects, he couldn’t just assign them to 
anyone. 

“Whereas you can follow a plan to build a pa-
tio or to install irrigation, water features are more 
of an art,” Coates says. “I was very limited by the 
number of team members I could send out to build 
one. You’re dealing with boulders and materials that 
don’t just ‘fit together,’ and you must have an eye 
for design.” 

While it might be a good fit for a design/build 
company — which would likely also have the neces-
sary equipment such as a compact excavator or skid 
steer — Coates says this might not be the right add-
on for a contractor that performs mostly mainte-
nance or irrigation work. For him, the biggest factor 
is definitely that artistic skill.

That’s also true of outdoor landscape lighting, 
says Nathan Cook, president of IDL Company in 
Kansas City, Missouri. Cook says that adding land-
scape lighting was a natural progression for his com-
pany, which now offers irrigation, drainage and light-
ing. But there is such an artistic element to it that it’s 
simply not right for everyone. He calls it a “highly 
specific niche.” 

Holiday lighting made 
sense as an add-on for 
Grassperson Lawn Care 
& Landscape because it 
received lighting products 
through its irrigation sup-
plier. Adding the service 
required more safety 
training for crew mem-
bers. Photo: Grassperson 
Lawn Care & Landscape

“Installing 
lighting is 
not overly 
complicated. 
But it’s 
an art, 
and that’s 
where some 
businesses 
are going to 
struggle,” 
Nathan Cook, 
IDL Company
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“Technically speaking, installing lighting is not 
overly complicated. But it’s an art, and that’s where 
some businesses are going to struggle,” Cook says. 
“There’s beautiful lighting that clearly looks profes-
sionally done and then there’s bad lighting, and I’d 
say the difference really is an eye for design. There is 
a big creativity factor to this service, and you can’t just 
teach that to someone.” 

Like others, Cook transitioned into this service 
using his existing customer base and doesn’t really 
market lighting to brand-new clients. He says that 
the existing relationships and trust with clients who 
have already used his company for irrigation and 
drainage needs gives him the best chance to intro-
duce additional services.

Similarly, there needs to be an eye for design for 
holiday lighting. But there is also a serious safety 
component that can make this service complicated, 
says Jack Moore, owner of Grassperson Lawn Care 
& Landscape in Lewisville, Texas. Though holiday 
lights were a natural addition for the company, as it 
obtains lights from its irrigation supplier, Moore says 
that there’s more to it than just teaching employees 
how to install the lighting.

“When you’re going to have people climbing 
ladders and walking around roofs, you really need 
to invest time in safety training to add this service,” 
Moore says. “There’s more of a learning curve on the 
safety factor than anything else.”

Easing into it
No matter which service you decide to add onto your 
business for an extra revenue stream, contractors have 
similar advice. Research the service and its need in 
the local market, and market to existing clients. Take 
some time to ease into the new service to establish 
it as a regular company offering. Moore is currently 
in the process of doing that as he “tests out” adding 
lawn aeration as the next possible new service. 

“We’re doing a few jobs to get our feet wet and 
see how it goes,” he says. “But we’re also doing our 
research. We’re thinking about who in the industry 
we can talk to as we move forward with this service. 
Who can be our mentor? Anything you can do to 
shorten the learning curve will make a big difference. 
Fortunately, we’re in an industry that is willing to 
help one another out. My advice is to use that to your 
advantage. You’re not in this alone.” 

The author is contributing 
editor to Irrigation & Green 
Industry and can be reached 
at lindsey.getz@yahoo.com.

February 5-7, 2020

ProGreenEXPO.com
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Irrigation Association 
accepting nominations for 
2020 awards
The Irrigation Association, Fairfax, Virginia, has announced 
that the nomination period is now open for the 2020 Irriga-
tion Association awards. The IA awards program celebrates 
high-achieving professionals and projects that exemplify 
the spirit of promoting efficient irrigation.

Established in 1966, the Industry Achievement Award 
recognizes an individual employed by or retired from an IA 
member company, or a current/retired technical member of 
the IA, whose career demonstrates outstanding contribu-
tions to the advancement of the irrigation industry and its 
products and programs. The nominee’s career ideally reflects 
contributions to a combination of industry products, prac-
tices, education, research and professionalism. The Industry 
Achievement Award is the highest honor given by the IA.

The  Innovator Award honors individuals who have 
made significant, tangible contributions to the industry 
within the past five years. This might include the develop-
ment of irrigation products and practices; the implementa-
tion of irrigation or water management policies or princi-
ples; or a significant, completed research project on behalf 
of their employer or in a volunteer role through the IA. 
Nominees should be individuals representing IA member 
organizations or technical members of the IA.

The Vanguard Award honors an innovative project in 
the irrigation industry executed by a team of individuals, 
companies, organizations or other group entities. The team 
must include at least one individual who represents an IA 
member organization, and the project must have been com-
pleted in the past three years. Self-made and peer nomina-
tions are acceptable.

The Excellence in Education Award recognizes a per-
son who is actively teaching or has formerly taught irriga-
tion, water management or water conservation in affiliation 
with a two- or four-year institution. This person helps sup-
ply the irrigation industry with educated professionals who 
provide efficient irrigation solutions that protect water and 
the environment.

Award nominations will be open until March 31, 2020. 
Winners will be announced on Tuesday, July 7, 2020, and 
will be formally recognized during the general session of 
the 2020 Irrigation Show and Education Week in San An-
tonio, Texas.

For more information about the awards, to nominate 
someone for an award or to apply for a Vanguard award, 
please visit www.irrigation.org/awards.

accepting 
nominations

The National Association of Landscape Professionals, Fairfax, Virginia, has 
announced the recipients of this year’s Safety Recognition Awards.

The national program acknowledges industry companies that consis-
tently demonstrate their commitment to safety. NALP’s Safety Recogni-
tion Awards are open to the entire industry.

This year, 296 awards were earned for the performance period from 
Jan. 1, 2018, through Dec. 31, 2018. Award categories include No Vehi-
cle Accidents, No Injuries or Illnesses, and No Days Away from Work 
as well as the Overall Safety Achievement Award. Companies that par-
ticipated in previous programs were also eligible for the Most Improved 
category.

Eleven companies also earned the “Best of the Best” award that honors 
companies that have maintained the Overall Safety Achievement Award – 
Gold Level for the past three years.  

Companies that participate in safety programs and win safety awards can 
receive benefits in lower insurance and accident costs. View the winners at  
www.landscapeprofessionals.org/safetyawards. 

National Association of 
Landscape Professionals 
announces 2019 Safety 
Recognition Award 
winners

TURFMUTT FOUNDATION 
ANNOUNCES NEW SPOKESDOG
The TurfMutt Foundation, located in Alexandria, 
Virginia, has appointed a brand-new spokes-
dog. Mulligan, a mixed-breed rescue puppy, 
will be taking over the TuffMutt job 
from Lucky, who recently passed away.

The TurfMutt Foundation promotes 
environmental stewardship. Its program 
has inspired millions of kids, families and 
teachers to become backyard superheroes 
by creating and sustaining suburban and 
urban habitat, parks, sports fields and other 
green spaces.

Mulligan, who was abandoned along with her 
siblings, was rescued by the Kentucky Humane Society. She was adopted 
by TurfMutt Foundation President Kris Kiser in Louisville, Kentucky, at 
GIE+Expo after meeting her at Lucky’s Mutt Madness, a national dog 
adoption event that took place during the show.

The Kentucky Humane Society and GIE+Expo have partnered with the 
TurfMutt Foundation over the last few years to present the adoption event. 
Fourteen other dogs also found new homes at this year’s event.

“I’m thrilled to bring Mulligan home as the new spokesdog for the Turf-
Mutt Foundation,” says Kiser. “She has big paw prints to fill after Lucky’s 
10 years as TurfMutt, who had an extraordinary run. We still have a lot of 
work to do in the years to come as we educate students and families about 
the benefits offered by our green spaces and how to care for them.”
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GOAL-SETTING TIPS

5 business  
goal-setting mistakes

Waiting for the perfect time to start. If you put off goal set-
ting, waiting for a lot of free time, the perfect goal, or some 

other elusive marker that it’s the right time to start, you may end 
up wasting months or even years. The way to avoid this is to just 
start, today. Take one baby step and before you know it, you’ll be 
on your way to setting and reaching your goals. 

Failing to check if your goals are “SMART.” A SMART 
goal is one that is specific, measurable, attainable, realistic 

and time-based. If your goals are not SMART, you may find that 
you’re chasing an impossible dream. Make sure you run your goal 
through the SMART checklist before you dive in so you can avoid 
wasting time and energy.

Not working on your goals every day. Many of us set goals 
and forget them. Goal setting and achievement requires 

constant attention and frequent adjustments. Setting a goal at the 
start of a new year and not looking at it again until July is not likely 
to result in success. Instead, create a goal, then drill it down into 
daily, weekly and monthly actions you can take.

Not being flexible. While you want to have structured, for-
ward-moving progress toward your goals every day, you also 

need to remain open to changes that may make the end result even 
better than you imagined. This kind of flexibility may present you 
with a new way to accomplish your goal that you never thought of, 
or it might even change your goal into something better. 

Forgetting to celebrate your successes. When we set goals, 
we tend to get focused on the end result. Set milestones and 

stop to celebrate each small success along the way. This will help 
you build momentum and will make the big finale that much 
sweeter because you will have tracked each success that helped 
you get there. 

Visit www.thebalancesmb.com for more ways to set and 
achieve business goals. 
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1 Mini skid steer
Vermeer, Pella, Iowa, introduces the 
Vermeer CTX160 mini skid-steer 

loader. With a rated operating capacity 
of 1,600 pounds, 16.7 gallons per minute 
of auxiliary hydraulic flow and a width of 
42 inches, it provides high lifting capa-
bilities while remaining compact enough 
to maneuver in tight conditions and pass 
through standard-width backyard gates. 
Its 40-horsepower turbocharged Kohler 
KDI diesel engine does not require a 
diesel particulate filter. 

Features include a vertical lift path 
design with a hinge-pin dump height of 
88.75 inches. The joystick controls have a 
dual auxiliary system. 

The unit’s 4,000-pound weight and 
9-inch rubber track undercarriage aid 
traction. It’s backed by a three-year/3,000-
hour limited warranty on the loader arms.

Vermeer 
www.vermeer.com

3 Airless tire and wheel
Exmark, Beatrice, Nebraska, launched 
its new Tractus tire/wheel combina-

tion at GIE+Expo 2019. The product is 
designed to eliminate flat tires and offer a 
longer service life.

The combo provides reduced turf 
compaction and more consistent pressure, 
as the area of contact with the ground is 
larger. This allows a mower to produce a 
better overall cut quality.

The ride quality is similar to that of 
a pneumatic tire for increased operator 
comfort. The tread pattern offers increased 
traction in a wide range of turf conditions 
with reduced marking when turning on 
concrete.

Exmark will initially offer three 
different versions of the tire/wheel combo 
for gasoline-powered Lazer Z models of 
different sizes. It will be available from 
dealers early this year.  

Exmark 
www.exmark.com

SUPPLIER IN THE NEWS
SnowEx, Fisher announce GIE+Expo raffle winners

2 Robotic mower
Volta, Milan, Italy, introduces Mora, 
a robotic mower that uses artificial 

intelligence to visually navigate a property 
and stay self-confined to the lawn without 
the help of an in-ground wire boundary 
system or beacons.

With Volta’s patented Drop and Mow 
technology, the mower is placed on a 
grassy surface and the AI uses its visual 
autopilot to complete the job. 

The unit’s contactless sensor recognizes 
and avoids obstacles including edges, pets, 
small wild animals, garden tools, toys and 
human limbs. The manufacturer says the 
unit can detect and avoid something as 
thin as a towel laid on the grass, exceeding 
recently established safety requirements 
for robotic mowers. Preorder reservations 
are now available.

Volta 
www.volta.ai/mora

Milwaukee-based Douglas Dynamics brands Fisher and 
SnowEx announced the winners of their Susan G. Komen 
Foundation benefit raffle. Anna Miller from Casa Grande, 
Arizona, won a limited-edition pink Fisher XV2 V-plow, and 
Chad Green from Dyer, Indiana, won a SnowEx Helixx with 
a pink poly hopper spreader. The winners bought their tickets 
at the 2019 GIE+Expo in Louisville, Kentucky, held Oct. 
16-18.

For the seventh year in a row, the two snow removal 
products companies have sold raffle tickets at GIE+Expo to 
benefit the nonprofit breast cancer organization. This years’ 
ticket sales netted $11,173, all of which will go to Susan G. 
Komen Kentucky. Douglas Dynamics has raised more than 
$85,000 for the charity since 2013.

“We’d like to 
thank everyone who 
helped make this 
another successful 
fundraising year!” 
says Katie Sandieson, 
director of adver-
tising and business 
communications for 
Douglas Dynamics. 

Booth space for the promotion at GIE+Expo was donated 
by Sellers Expositions. Hedstrom Plastics donated the pink 
poly hopper for the Helixx hopper spreader and Fern Exposi-
tion Services donated the booth furnishings. Susan G. Komen 
is a leading nonprofit breast cancer organization.

Left to right: Keri Foley, Fisher; Lynda Weeks, exec-
utive director, Susan G. Komen Kentucky; Jeff Kopp, 
SnowEx and Jennifer Andrews, Fisher
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® Putting water where it counts!
www.antelco.com

A unique adjustable watering device 
for your potted plants 

® 

When it comes to each member
of your family, picking a safer
ice melt is an easy choice.
Natural Alternative® Ice Melt:
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    • Melts ice fast to -16°F
    • Requires 2/3 less product than rock salt

                  (888) 546-5941
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Info@Natural-Alternative.com

Melt Ice.
Protect 
Paws.

©2019 Natural Alternative® is a registered trademark of NaturaLawn® of America, Inc. A division of NATURLAWN® Services and Products.

Order Now for FREE Delivery!

Full Flow Swivel Coupling 

•  Full Flow Interior – Prevents material build-
up due to the absence of an interior hose 
shank. Instead, our coupling screws easily 
and securely over the outside of the hose to 
provide full flow.

•  Swivel Joint – Stainless steel ball bearings 
ensure smooth swivel action, reducing 
instances of hose twisting.

•  Versatile 2-Piece Design – Coupling consists of male and female ends 
connected by NPSM threads. Male portion also sold separately.

Kuriyama of America, Inc.
(847) 755-0360 
sales@kuriyama.com
www.kuriyama.com

NEW

Fits the following  
Tigerflex™ series hoses:
 • MULCH™

 • MULCH-LT™ 
 • BARK™ 
 • LK™ 
 • UV1™
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MINI MART • •

  

  
 

           • BALANCED NATURAL ORGANIC NPK PLANT NUTRITION
                • BIO-STIMULANT (Seaweed, Humic & Alginic Acid)
                • MICROORGANISM SOIL INOCULANT
                • E/E MYCORRHIZA ROOT INOCULANT
        • VITAMIN B COMPLEX
      • MORE 

toll free: 800.441.3573 | www.bio-plex.com

NEW... MULTI-DIMENSIONAL 
PLANT HEALTH & NUTRITION BIO-FERTILIZERS

Feeds the Plant and Roots - Build, Feed and Inoculates the Soil

Call 1.800.687.9551 for a No-Obligation Territory Analysis
www.christmasdecor.net/franchise

We provide:
• Comprehensive Training 
• 24/7/365 Support 
• Consistent Product Availability
• Marketing and Sales Plans
• Proprietary Industry Software

We help seasonal companies build successful 
holiday decorating businesses.

THE BUSINESS MAGAZINE FOR LANDSCAPE, IRRIGATION AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTORS • WWW.IGIN.COM

®

Learn about new equipment trends in  

our GIE+Expo coverage, pg. 36. 

Richard Sperber makes a big comeback, p. 20
4 tips to end office drama, p. 24It’s time to get certified, p. 27

INSIDE
+

DECEMBER 2019

The 2020 model year brings us the  smartest, most technologically  advanced trucks yet. 

It’s “snow” joke. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
ARE FREE! 

Subscribe today!
www.igin.com/Subscribe/Jan20
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www.igin.com
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HELP WANTED

GET THE LATEST NEWS DIRECT 
TO YOUR INBOX EVERY WEEK.
Sign up for Irrigation & Green 

Industry’s weekly e-newsletter
at www.igin.com.

PRODUCTS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
DitchWitch 410SX Sale (10 machines Fleet 
serviced) all units with trencher plow and boring 
unit. Located in Florida and New York.
Also selling Maxi and Mini Sneakers, dedicated 
trenchers, missiles and compressors.
Any questions email jlawlor@agcirrigation.net 

or call 631-218-0901.
Also visit us on the web at 

www.agcirrigation.net.

WANT TO BUY OR 
SELL A BUSINESS?

Professional Business 
Consultants can obtain purchase 

offers from numerous qualified 
potential buyers without disclosing your identity.  There 

is no cost for this as Consultant’s fee is paid by the 
buyer.  This is a FREE APPRAISAL of your business. 

If you are looking to grow or diversify through 
acquisition, I have companies available in Lawn Care, 
Grounds Maintenance, Pest Control and Landscape 

Installation all over the U.S. and Canada.

708-744-6715 • pbcbroker.com
E-mail pbcmello1@aol.com

1994~25th Anniversary~2019  
 

BUSINESS

Contact your account manager  
for more details.

Grow your business by
placing an AD today!

®

www.igin.com

Eric Anderson | North Central 
eric.anderson@bock-assoc.com | 952.905.3206

Tom Schoen | South Central 
tom.schoen@bock-assoc.com | 952.905.3214

Alan Scott | East and West 
alanscott@igin.com | 310.593.1928
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PROGREEN EXPO
February 5-7

Denver
www.progreenexpo.com

INDIANA GREEN EXPO 
February 11-13 

Indianapolis
www.indianagreenexpo.com

TURFGRASS PRODUCERS  
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 

February 17-20 
Orlando, Florida

www.turfgrasssod.org

ILLUMINATE 
February 20-22 

Orlando, Florida
www.aolponline.org
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AN UNEXPECTED GIFT
Stork’s Plows of Bernville, Pennsylvania, purchased a Western military-themed 
snowplow in a charity auction to benefit Camp Hometown Heroes, a nonprof-
it that serves children of fallen U.S. service members. What they decided to do 
with it next is even more inspiring. 

Last fall, Stork’s Plows had decided to give away the military plow and was 
searching for the perfect candidate when they met customer Dale Behm who 
had dropped his old plow to be rebuilt. Lt. Col. Behm is a Marine who has 
served as an attack chopper pilot. His military career includes surviving being 
shot out of the air and teaching and mentoring 500 Marines. Behm is now 
planning to retire from the military and hopes to continue service by flying a 
medivac chopper. 

When Behm returned to pick up his old plow, the business surprised him 
by presenting him with the military-themed plow. Surprised and grateful, he 
thanked the business for the unexpected gift. Stork’s Plows wrote in a Face-
book post, “Thanks Dale and all those who give themselves to service. You and 
your family give up so much for us, this small gift doesn’t compare.”

DID YOU KNOW?
Minimum wage has 
increased across 
26 states beginning 
Jan. 1, 2020. Where 
is the highest rate in the country? 
Washington, D.C., at $15 per hour.

The color of the year goes 
to … indigo. 
From the soft hue of a summer 
sky to colors dark as the deep 
seas, indigo is this season’s 
color of choice. Incorpo-
rating colorful plants like 
hydrangeas and salvia 
in the landscape has a 
calming effect and adds 
beauty. Outdoor living 
areas can also be acces-
sorized with indigo planter 
pots, pillows and other decor. 

(Source: Garden Media Group)



Make outdoor projects turn heads with Ewing 
Ewing Irrigation & Landscape Supply is the largest family-owned supplier of landscape and irrigation products in the 

country with over 200 well-stocked locations nationwide. With deep industry expertise and helpful staff, customers 

have trusted Ewing for nearly 100 years to help create and maintain cost-effective, healthy, beautiful landscapes. 

Find out how Ewing can help with your next project.

YOUR #1 
LANDSCAPE 
RESOURCE

Follow us on social media:

EwingIrrigation.com



WWW.HINO.COM

THE TRUCK IS JUST 
THE BEGINNING.   

When you start up your new Hino Truck, our 
journey with you is just beginning. That’s because 
every Hino comes standard with a 5-Year 
Warranty, 24/7 HinoWatch, and Hino Insight 
Connected Vehicle Solution. Why? Because taking 
care of you and your truck is what we call the 
ULTIMATE OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE.
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